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TWO SECTIONS TODAY
Included in today's twosection, 28-page, Ledger &
Times is a 12 page section for
Big K Department Store.
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Exploration Ends 'With Peace
And Hope For All Mankind'

SPACE CENTER, Houston
Several pieces have been 1AP) — Eugene A. Cernan
written about the complacency stepped off the moon today,
(,f peopfe and the attitude that leaving in lunar sand perhaps
things will continue on as they the last footprint of the generalways have in spite of various ation which first challenged
dangers from within and space. Exploration by the
without, and the taking for Apollos ended as it began,
granted of the liberties we have. "with peace and hope for all
mankind."
"As I take these last steps
The Fulton Daily Leader
from
the surface for some time
carried one this week which we
into the future to come, I'd just
have not seen before. You may
like to record that America's
enjoy it.
challenge of today has forged
This is a piece called, "Sleep man's destiny of tomorrow,"
On, Silent American," written Cernan said moments before
by Bill R. Gibbons, editor, The
Gaffney Ledger. And here it is:

County Schools
Close Friday
For Holidays

entering the Apollo 17 landing
ship.
Then he added: And as we
leave the moon and Taurus-Littrow we leave as we came,
and, God willing, we shdll return, with peace and hope for
all mankind."
Turning, Cernan then followed his crewmate, Harrison H.
Schmitt up the ladder into the
cabin of their craft Challenger.
There they rested after preparing to blast off the lunar
surface in the late afternoon
and rejoin the third man of
Apollo 17, Ronald E. Evans. He
has been orbiting the moon in
the command ship America
since Monday's lunar landing.
The climb of Schmitt and
Cernan from the lunar surface
ended a historic decade of exploration which began May 25,
1961, with a challenge to the nation by the late President John
F. Kennedy.
Apollo's last surface exploration was the program's most
ambitious and successful. Cernan and Schmitt, the 11th and
12th men to walk the moon,
spent more time on the surface—a total of 22 hours, five
niinutes; made the longest
single excursion in time, seven
hours, 37 minutes; and covered
the most distance in three ex-

cursions, a total of more than
72 miles.
They collected 334 pounds of
moon rock and soil, more than
half of the total amount gathered by all ,the five previous
Apollo missidhs. Their science
treasure included samples of an
intriguing orange dust never
before seen on the moon. The
astronauts erected an atomicpowered science station which
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Live Nativity
Scene Now'At
Kirksey Church

Sleep on silent American.
Turn your ears away from the
dissonant clamor of the mob in
the street, the thunder of the
A "live" nativity scene will be
artillery shell in a Cambodian
on the lawn of the Kirksey
jungle, the wail of a starving
United Methodist Church each
Calloway County High School
child Sleep on, silent American.
evening starting tonight
If the six-thirty newscast shocks and the six elementary centers,
WAREHOUSE DESTROYED—Ryan Milk Company's largest warehouse was described as a "total loss" after an early morn*
Thursday and continuing
your sensibilities too mud;, or if Aline, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey,
fire swept through the cartons and shipping cases stored there this morning. The cartons belonged to 100 dairies in 19 states, and
through
Saturday.
tomorrow's headlines frighten Lynn Grove, and New Concord,
were used by the local plant for special products produced for the dairies.
The stable was built by Jewel
will close on Friday, December
you, just don't look.
Staff Photo by David Hill
McCallon
and
persons
the
from
15, for the Christmas holidays.
various age groups of the
Sleep on, silent American.
Classes will resume at the
church will portray the Holy
Don't worry about the student schools on Tuesday, January 2,
Family, the shepherds, and the
protestors who are com- according to the office of
Wise Men.
mandeering administration William B. Miller, superinMrs. Howard McCallon is the
buildings and bombing banks tendent of Calloway County
director of the scene and enand exalting false gods.
Schools.
An early morning blaze special products for the dairies,
courages persons in the com"We need to get the cartons
The structure was a complete
Howard Crittended, principal
destroyed the Ryan Milk was termed the "most serious reproduced and
munity
to
stop
by
the
fellowship
replaced before loss, with a "substantial
Sleep on, silent American. Do of Calloway County High
hall for a cup of hot chocolate Company's largest warehouse, loss," by James Garrison, the other dairy customers run amount of money" involved,
not concern yourself with the School,said first semester tests
and cookies after seeing the used for storing cartons and general manager of the plant. out of their products," Garrison according to Garrison.
problems of the cities. are being tiven at the school
shipping cases belonging to one
Local service will not be said. The products manufacscene.
Ignorance and disease and today and tomorrow. Report
Various ipachine parts, and
hundred dairies in 19 states.
affected, Garrison said, and the tured for the numerous dairies
Each Sunday in Advent, there
poverty are part of life itself. cards for the first semester will
several pieces of equipment
The loss of several hundred trucks will be running as usual. include whipped
cream,' halfhas been an item made by
Even Christ himself said, "The be issued on Thursday, January
were also lost in the blaze,
thousand cartons, used by the No interruption of service and-half, and
other specialty
someone of the area in expoor, you shall have with you 4, Crittenden said.
Garrison said.
local plant to manufacture locally is anticipated, he added. products such
as the small
pressing the Christina.s Spirit.
always."
The second semester of the
The bottle milk plant was not
creamers used by restuarants
The first Sunday Martha Armcurrent school term will open
appreciable, Garrison
affected
for
coffee.
strong offered a nativity scene.
Sleep on, silent American. when the schools resume
Christmas Holidays for the the second
The fire reportedly started said, and production there is
Banday, Nell Eatsop
Dart pay any attention to all classes on January 2.
Murray Police Schools will
in the stockroom at 4 a.m. this expected to resume shortly. "
you read and hear about
During the Christmas holiday begin at the close of the school had an iconage, the third
morning, according to local fire
Sunday
of
Advent,
Efforts have already begun to
this weeks
period, the Calloway County day on Tuesday, December 19.
(Continued on Page Sixteen(
department sources. The cause replace the lost cartons, and a
High School Basket ball team Classes on Tuesday the 19th, Mrs. Nancy Soloman from
of the blaze has not yet been special shipment from the
will play in the Mayfield will be dismissed one hour early Calvert City First United
determined.
Firemen factory is to be made, with
Christmas Invitational Tour- and all school buses will make Methodist will offer a paper
Miss Lisa Mathis, daughter of
remained on the scene until late production to begin within a few
cutting of Mary and The Holy
nament to be played at Loews their run one hour early
on Child.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mathis of
Mfg no,rning.
days, Garrison reported.
High School. Calloway will play Tuesday afternoon,
according
Sunday morning at seven Route 4, Murray, has been
Synesonia for the nightcap on to Fred Schultz, superintendent.
o'clock the United Methodist named winner of the 1972 Soil
December 20, following the
The Robertson and Carter Men will meet with their wives, Conservation Essay Contest,
Murray High-Carlisle County
Elementary Schools and the mothers, and friens for the according to Lowell Palmer,
game.
Murray Middle School will Christmas meeting.
chairman of the Calloway
Also during the holidays,
Two men and housed in the Calloway will play in the reconvene after the holidays on
Dr. Wayne A. Lamb, district County Soil Conservation
Tuesday. January 2nd. This will Superintendent of the Paris District.
county jail after being charged Paducah
Christmas tourMiss Mathis, age 11, is a sixth
with assault and battery nament starting December 28, be a normal school day for these District, will show his slides of
schools with buses making their the birth place of The Lord in grade student at Hazel
Wednesday.
but the drawings have not been
regular runs.
Henry Waggoner and Paul held as yet.
Bethlehem. The entire morning Elementary School. Her essay
Murray High School will program will be in the period of will be entered in state comSargent . were elaarget tith
observe. a Professional Day on an hour according to Max
assaulty and battery in
a
B. petition, and she will receive a
The Murray Vocational Vicki Shell, teacher at the
-Pa
literIpening iferVpresident,
1125 savings bond from the
warrant filed with county
School Distributive Education Murray Vocational School.
of
the
spring
semester.
rciffisVtlie
CotiFfer Journal for sheriff Clyde Steele. The
Departmenttjas been chosen as
During the field test period of
Any new students planning to
winning the local contest.
warrant named Ron Elliot as
a field test center for the eleven January 15, 1973 to April 15,
enroll
for
the
Murray
The
High
students
of
seven
the
the plaintant.
state Distributive Education 1973; each state's written work
schools in Calloway County
The Murray Moose Lodge will School Spring Semester should
Steele said that bond had been
Consortium. This school is one will be used and evaluated by
report to the principal's office
participating in the contest sent
set at $'750 each for the men, hold its annual Christmas
of twelve in Kentucky selected another state. The material will
on January 2.
dinner
in
367
Sunday
essays
on
to
afternoon,
be
judged
in
the
William W. Scull S.A. USN
Lisa Mathis
and that both were still in jail.
ti test various learning activity be revised in the summer of 1973
Classes
for
.the
Murray
contest. The topic of the essays
„High
OPOZ Division
Steels also reported that December 17, from one o'clock
packages on advertising.
and it will then be ready for
School semester will begin on
was, "Trees; Their Effect On
Operation Office
Andrew L. Thompson, Riviera until five o'clock.
The Consortium began from a distribution to all states.
Wednesday, January 3, with all
dinner
Me
The
free
and
is
to
My
all
Local
EnUSS Intrepid (CVS-11)
Courts, had been taken to
U.S. Office of Education study
Bob Newcomb and Mrs. Vicki
buses resuming their regular
vironment."
Federal P. 0.
Graves County on a charge of members, their wives and
done by Dr. lacy Crawford. She Shell, distributive education
schedule on Wednesday.
children.
The
children
•
are
New
York,
N.Y.
09501
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
cold checking by Graves
identified 983 competencies that teachers, will be conducting the
authorities. Thompson
had requested to bring a gift for
an empleyee of a distributive field test at th Murray
The
Murray
Unit
of
the
either a boy or girl, with the cost
been picked up by Steele on a
National Haridressers will have occupation needs to know. \ewe»,.na I School.
not
to
exceed
$1.00.
All
gifts
public drunk charge Weda Christmas party and potluck These 983 competencies were
should be marked either for a
nesday.
dinner
at the Ezell cabin on then divided into nine groups:
boy or girl.
Relations, ComMonday,
December
18. Human
The Women's Auxiliary will
munications, Operations and
Members
will
meet
at
Ezell
prepare
turkey
the
dinner with
Total Reward $1,000
Beauty School at six p.m. to go Management, Merchandising,
The advertisement offering a all the trimmings.
Selling. Math, Advertising,
to the lake.
will
Santa
be
with
there
gifts
reward by Dr. A.H. Kopperud
Pit Ktuct-Service Technology.
Mrs.
Wanda
all
children.
Nance,
the
All enrelating to the theft of his home for
and
Display.
president, said each one should
should have read $500 for in- tertainment as well as the meal
Each of the eleven state&
bring a three dollar gift for
is
free.
formation leading to the arrest
Alabama. Florida, Georgia,
exchange.
All members and their
and conviction of those
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kenfamilies
are
cordially
invited
to
Persons
planning
to attend tucky. North Carolina, Ohio,
responsible and $500 for the
Nine employees of the
should call 7534587, 753-7132, or
return of a substantial portion come.
Washington, and Wisconsin—
Murray Postoffice Department
753-8258. Mrs. Nance said.
of the stolen property. The total
were assigned awn oximately 90
were presented with -Safe
_
reward amounts to $1,000. The Oaks Couples Bridge
censpetencies.
Driving" awards at the
Ledger and Times regrets this
Kentucky's assignment was
Session Here Saturday
Christmas dinner held firr the
error.
displayed, and it was written up
and their families on
id the summer of 1972 at the employees
The Oaks Couples Bridge
Wednesday evening at the
session will be held at the Oaks
University of Kentucky in
Colonial House Siitorgasbord.
Lexington.. One ipf the ten
-enuntry- Club -en Saturday,
Cleo Sykes. assistant pestDecember 16, at seven p.m.
writers for Kentucky was Mrs.
master and safety officer,
Christmas
dance
for
====== Reservations should be made
presented the following men
Yetilifle ters -iitntie-threughelie_
Cloudy and cool through Fri- with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sturm
12th grades will be held at the
day with chance of rain tonight, by calling 753-5278 after five
1:nm, twelveyears;
Murray-Calloway Country Club
possibly beginning as sleet. Oc- pen.
Thttmas Herndon. ten years;
Saturday, December 23.
casional rain Friday. Low
Thc stamp winches at the Hatton Garner, eight years;
Music will be furnished by the
.tonight around 30. High Friday Gospel Singing Will
, sewn years;
-Crossroads," and the ad- -'.Murray Postoffice will be open Alfred Yi
in the low to mid 30s. Decreasall day on Saturday from eight HAIM Finney, five ,. ears;
mission
is
$1.50
couple
per
for
ing cloudiness and colder Satur- Be Held At Mt. Sinai
to 4:30 p.m. for the con- Charles Smith, James Miller.
The Future Business Leaders of America Chapter of the Murray Vocational School presented
members and their guests.
1
day.
and it
A Gospel Singing will be held copies of a Driver's Education Manual to ('alloway County High School and Murray High School. .Julia Oakley and Lynn Hewitt venience of the public in Nelson
Fair Saturday increasing at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church Tuesday. December!!. Pictured at the presentation are (left to right): Front row,Sandra Simmons, are co-chairmen for the formal mailing cards. letters, and McGee, three years.
packages for the holiday
tester Nanny, pi.st»laster,
cloudiness Sunday with chance near Buchanan, Tenn., on Carol Foggo, and Coleen Cavanaugh, FRLA members: back row, Mark Brady, Driver's Education
drees event.
season. according to Get. and C. B.,lkale. superintendent
of rain or snow Sunday night. Friday. December 15, at 7:30 Instructor, Murray High: Jerry Conley, Driver's Education Instructor. Calloway County High; Eli
Adult sponsers for the dance Jews, superintendent of mails. of
mails. 'leeks appropriate
Clearing Monday. Cold Satur- p.111.
Alexander. Principal, Murray High: and Howard Crittenden. Principal, Calloway County High. The
will be Mr. and Mrs. James
Regular hours id the retiiarks at the dinner.
day with slowly rising
Featured singers will be the manuals, which were reproduced by FRIA members, will be used in the Driver's Education classes
Hansen', Mr. and Mrs. OR. Postoffice are for 'the
In charge of arrangements
stamp
temperatures through the peri- United Quartet and .the at each school. The local FRIA Chapter chose the reproduction of the manual as an Educational
Boone, Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. %%inches to close at
'noon on fir tlw dinner were Mrs. Margie
od. Lows mostly in the 20s. Salvation Singers. The public is service Project, which is one of many projects to be carried out during this school year. The project Tummy:
Alexander, Mr. and Saturday. but the window will Bagwell
and Harbin Garner.
Highs in the 30s Saturday rising invited to attend, a spokesian committee members were Sandra Simmons, Carol Fogg°, Brenda Russell, and Coleen Ca% anaugh.
Mrs. Virgil Harris and Dr. and he open all day
Seventy-one persons were
Saturday.
Approximately 117 stencils were cut, duplicated, and collated by FBLA members.
said.
to the 40s and 50s Monday.
Mrs. Den Hunter.
December 16.
present for the dinner.

Milk Plant Warehouse Burns

Murray Public
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$44 Lebanese Feud Threatening The
Very Existence Of Community

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St . Murray. Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
W. P Williams, President (1941-1963)
James C Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon. News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.. Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y., Stephenson Bldg.
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray: $35 per week, 51 52 per
month. 518.20 per year By mail in Calloway ancl adjoining counties.
57 50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, S15,00
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray,$18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent stale tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for tranSmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGES .1. TULIIS NUJ

The annual election of city employees was held
last night at the meeting of the Murray City Council.
Heads of departments include Police Chief, W.B.
Parker, Fire Chief Fla vil Robertson, Street
Department Superintendent Jimmy Billington,
Sanitation---nepartment Superintendent Rex
Billington. Murray Natural Gas System Superintendent H.J. Bryan, and Murray Water and Sewer
System Superintendent Robert W. Huie.
New officers of the Murray Real Estate Board are
Wayne Wilson, H.T. Waldrop, Ottis Patton. Claude
Miller, and Hiram Tucker.
The Gene Green home on East Main Street was
iestroyed by fire yesterday.
Hugh F. Story, boatswain's mate third class, USN,
on of Mrs. Cora Story, is serving aboard the fleet
itores ship, USS Graffias in the Western Pacific.

Deaths reported are Mrs. Florence Pogue, age 70,
of Detroit, Mich., on December 11, and Glen P.
Kline, age 81, of Murray Route Three, this morning.
Carl McNeil, state FFA reporter and senior at
Symsonia High School, spoke on "What FFA Means
To Me" at the Hazel High School FFA and FHA
banquet FHA president, presided.
New Concord, Reidland, Breckenridge County,
and South Christian are the four basketball teams
selected to play in the Purchase-Pennyrile tournament
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Cary Grant and
Marilyn Monroe in "Monkey Business."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I will sing unto the Lord, because he hath dealt
bountifully, with me.—Psalm 13:6.
Can you praise God when all is not going well?

Here is the real test of faith.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

Politicians may be necessary to our kind of
civilization, but there are so awfully many of them.
If population control could be instant, and concentrated on th political creature, oh, now happy we
could be, watching him retreat down the road to
oblivion and nothing that the hand he holds so tightly
is his own.
"They that buy an office must
sell something."
—Thomas Fuller
in Gnomologia"

New NAM President
Looking For Members
NEW YORK 'API — You
may remember the new president of the National Association
of Manufacturers as the smooth
quarterback who handed off the
ball to Blanchard and Davis,
the touchdown twins of the
great Army teams of the mid1940s.
E. Douglas Kenna, much honored himself as a football and
basketball player and coach,
now is calling signals for an organization that generally
doesn't hear the applause of the
multitude or the praise of the
critics.,
The NAM is made up of 12,275 members, all top officers of
their organizations, all men and
Vitonlen of very positive opinions that they seldom fail to articulate. "They wouldn't be
there if they didn't," said Kenna.
One job facing Kenna is to attract more members to NAM.
Like other associations in recent years, it has shrunk in
size. In 1962, its rolls numbered
16,327, but recession and business consolidations have taken
a toll.
Although he accepted the job
on very little notice, Kenna expects he will be able to work
easily with the association's
172-man board, even though
that board often is not in total
agreement.
The common goal that unites

them despite differences on
matters such as import controls
is, said Kenna, that "they are
all for a good and healthy business environment."
Does such an environment
sometimes conflict with other
national goals, he was asked'
"Yes," Kenna replied after reflecting, "there will be areas of
conflict. There
must
be
tradeoffs."
He spoke clearly, very calmly, very certainly, with a
slight Mississippi accent, drawing slowly on a fine, slim cigar.
He is 48, still athletic looking
and inclined to dress less conservatively than some NAM
members,
"We need a policy in which
you wind up with a compromise," he said. "We must
take the rational course. That
is the policy we seek."
That philosophy was restated
many times by Kenna as he
prepared to take over from W.
P. Gullander, who held the job
of permanent president for 10
years, at the recent annual
meeting.
It is not unusual as it might
appear for a West Pointer to
follow a business career after
fulfilling his military obligati(,ns. At least one study shows
that service-academy personnel, on a per graduate basis,
occupy more top corporate jobs
than the product of any "top
business school:

44:s.
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The feud, springing from differences over the administration of Gibran's legacy, has
reached such proportions it is
beginning to affect the national
economy.

,
0"

A series of explosions last
weekend wrecked the Keyrouzowned ski facilities at the Cedars of Lebanon winter sports
center—the finest in the Middle

\ \

20 Years Ago Today
LED43111•71:11Z8 VILE

BISHARRE,Lebanon( AP) —
Poet Kahlil Gibran left a legacy of riches to this tranquil
mountain village. His words
have been transformed into hatred and feuding.
His message of love and
peace is drowned by the roar of
explosions and gunfire that reverberate through the deep
gorge of Kadisha. Tanks, armored cars and heavily armed
troops of the Lebanese army
patrol the steep and narrow
streets and the apple and walnut groves near which the
poet's body lies in a silver casket inside a chapel.
"And, above all. I say this: I
would have you each and every
one partners to the purpose of
every nian, for only so shall
you hope to obtain your own
good purpose," the poet counseled his people.
But the conunon purpose of
the village's two main clans—
the Keyrouz and the iTawks—
appears to be a determination
to wipe eaCh other out.

Cowl/ N•ws Servic•

'Sure,it's nice-but how about them ?'

decade. It flared up again last
East.
spring, with the murder of a
"The damage is enormous,"
Keyrouz by a Tawk.
the Lebanese niinister of
This led to the ambush of
touelsin moaned. Experts
parliamentary deputy Gibrari
feared that the ski season could
Tawk and his sister, who were
result in financial disaster, folshot and wounded on a remote
lowing the destruction of the
mountain road.
main ski lifts.
In October there was an allGibran was practically broke
night battle between the two
when he died in 1931 in New
Village, clans. Despite the use of morYork's Greenwich
tars and heavy machine guns
where he lived 20 years.
by both sides, nobody was hurt
He bequeathed all his possesA village committee was set
sions to his birthplace, Bishup to bring representatives of
arre. It was an insignificant
the two clans together in a regift at the time. But his later
"discovery" and the popu- conciliation effort.
Jean Keyrouz, owner of the
larization of his works in recent
years transformed him into a sabotaged ski lifts, said
"These peace talks were nearbest-selling poet.
Wahid Keyrouz, curator of ing their conclusion when the'
the Gibran Museum, speaks of latest incident occurred, wreckroyalties averaging nearly $1 ing all prospects of reconciliamillion a year. Bisharre has be- tion for the time being."
come the richest village in
Deputy Gibran Tawk, recovI.ebanon.
ered from his wounds, deSome local people say the nounced the ski lift explosions
feuding clans completely mis- as "the work of a third party
understood a passage from trying to exploit the family.
Gibran's work in which he said, feud and sabotage the whole
"And, remember this of me: I district."
teach you not giving but receivThe reaction of the 12,000 ining, not denial but fulfilment habitants of Bisharre was sum..."
med up by the village priest.
Last spring, after charges the Rev. Benois Sukr, who is
that the two families had been also the chairman of the recondipping into the till, New York ciliation committee:
lawyers expanded the adminis"It is obvious there is nothing
tering committee—only to see more we can do now, except to
the Keyrouz-Tawk feud become appeal to the president of the
worse than ever.
republic to intervene personally
to end this feud which is
The feud has been going on threatening the very existence
intermittently for more than a of our community."

Brothers Spend All Year Making Christmas Dinner UK Official Announces Plans
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Ralph and Ray Wilson have a
hammy hobby. They spend all
year making Christmas dinner
for 600 to 700 families.
"You might call it partly a
hobby and partly a business because we do make money at
it," Ralph said. "It's a hobby
and a part of surviving, too,"
Ray echoled.
The Wilson brothers, operating in a barn-like building behind Ralph's home, cure country hams, the traditional
Christmas feast in many a
home, particularly in the south.
"We're not a big time operation and we're not like the
quick cure boys," Ralph Wilson
said. "We just do 600-700 hams
a year and it takes the whole
year to get them ready."
Actually, it takes more than
a year. The brothers start their
work just after thanksgiving to
prepare hams for the Christ-

According to Boyle

Gulf Stream
More Powerful
Than Rivers
NEW YORK (API — Things
a columnist might never know
if he didn't open his mail:
We often overlook the power
of things near us that we don't
appreciate. The Gulf Stream is
a good example. All the rivers
on earth, if multiplied more
than 20 times, couldn't exceed
its splendid outpour of 100 billion tons of water per hour.
To the National Geographic
Society we are also indebted
for this timely nugget of holiday knowledge: It was President Franklin Pierce who requested the first Christmas tree
for the White-House in 1856.
Students who wish to study a
modern language which is easy
to remember might take up one
called Taki-taki, a dialect spoken in parts of South America. It
has only 340 words. The English language, on the other
hand, is currently estimated to
have more than 490,000 words.
Quotable notables: ,"Public
acclaim is the reward of scoundrels."—Bertrand Russell.
Is this any consolation to
you? I haven't checked these
figures out, but one self-proclaimed statistician claims that
a man who is 50 years old has
worked 6,000 days, slept 5,500
days, walked 890 days, amused
himself 4,000 days, spent 1,500
days eating, and has been sick
450 days. But it all adds up to a
sense of wonder about what it
has all meant.
Household hint: If you place
onions in a freezer for about 10
minutes before chopping them,
you'll shedfewer tears.
It was Indiana humorist Don
Herold who observed, "Work is
a form of nervousness."

"Last year, we cured about eration, Ralph said, "but we
was that still is 13 months
5,000 pounds of that," he added. just let nature take its course
away.
All this curing can be done and it makes all the difference
They begin with specially selected hams. "The packing more quickly by using refrig- in the world in the taste."
house has to know what you're
going to do with them so they
don't sell you hams that have
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
been overchilled or hams that
much,"
too
out
have dried
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
Ralph explained.
National Institute of Mental Health
A government inspector must
approve the hams before the
brothers begin their work. Then
called "S-protein" has been
the hams are laid side by side Schizophrenia Caine
proved a poor predictor of
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on long' tables and the process
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meeting
of
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periments. Also. it is not found
Association indi"We cover them with a mix- 'Psychiatric
in all schizophrenia patients. It
schizocause
of
that
the
cated
ture of salt, brown sugar and phrenia, a major menial disis thought by many to be a
secondary manifestation of unblack pepper I the ratio is the order affecting millions, had
explored metabolic problems or
secret ) and let them lay there been pinned down to a missing
a result of hospitalization, such
for about 30 days," Ralph said. regulator chemical in the brain.
as too little exercise from being
It was said that the absence
During that period, the brothhospitalized, for example
ers periodically give them a of this chemical allowed the
Because we haven't yet found
formation of an abnormal prorubdown
or
two.
sort of
the cause or causes of schizotein in the brain which then
phrenia, however, is no reason
"The weather dictates how
upset biochemical function and
to give up. A considerable
often we do it," Ralph said. "If resulted in schizophrenia.
amount of scientific information
This is by no means the first
there is a hard freeze, we alis being accumulated and interways come in the next day to time that the so-called cause of
preted. This, with the new
reported.
break the crust on the hams schizophrenia has been 1960's,
knowledge that will surely come
At least as early as the
and start the salt working
from sustained research, will be
biochemical substances that reagain."
put together to ultimately fill
sulted in schizophrenia were
out the whole picture of schizoBut whatever the weather, claimed to have been discovphrenia's puzzle.
ered. But none of these claims.
each ham gets what Ralph and
like so many others, has turned
Ray call "an overhaul" once or
out to be substantiated
twice during the first 30 days.
Vitamin C, taraxcin, nicotinic
As this year ends, next year's
acid, and "pink spot" arc only
Christmas hams are put into
a few of the biochemical substances reported at one time
cloth bags and hung from hooks
The summit conference of
or another to hold the key to
in the ceiling of the workshop
the enlarged Common Market
schizmystery
of
long,
long
the
to age once around the calenopened recently in the 19th
ophrenia.
dar.
The discovery of the cause
Century gilt spjlepdor of the
"There are a few people who
hall that has hitherto served
of schizophrenia has been often
for the Vietnam peace talks.
like two-year hams and we
proclaimed. hut never proved.
Two hundred delegates.
Unfortunately, there is little
leave a few—maybe four or
reason to expect that the reheaded by eight prime minisfive—up that long for them,"
cently publicized "corkscrew"
ters, assembled around a
Ralph said. The rest go to four
brain protein will prove sucbeige table 192 feet long: It
stores in this area with which
cessful in unsealing the mystery.
had hurriedly been shortened
the Wilsons deal.
Many scientists working in
by seven feet when Norway
The business-hobby began for
this field observe that the sovoted not to join the Market.
the Wilsons about 27 years ago
when they operated their own
grocery.

Common Market
cuts oft Norway

"We decided to cure our own
hams and when we sold the
store about 10 years ago, the
fellow who bought it asked us
to keep on curing hams for
him, so we did," Ralph said.
"Of course, when we started,
we just cured a few, but it's
grown over the years," he
added.
The cured hams are sold by
the Wilsons for about twice the
amount per pound that they
pay for them, Ralph said, but
that's not all profit.
"You take a 20-pound ham
that you buy, and when it's
fully cured a year later it will
weigh about 15 pounds. You
lose about five pounds in moisture," he said.
The Wilsons sell all of their
hams at Christmas and spend
the 'next few weeks hanging
those for next year, but their
hobby doesn't end there
•••
"We start to work about the
middle of January curing country bacon. It doesn't take as
long to cure because it has no
bones, so it's ready by May or
June, just when fresh vegetables start coming in," Ralph
saidi

To Liberalize Housing Rules
. LEXINGTON, Ky. i AP) Dr.
Otis Singletary, president of the
University of Kentucky, announced Tuesday he plans to
liberalize student housing rules
next school year, including one
experimental coed dormitory
on campus.
In outlining his plans to the
school's board of trustees, Singletary emphasized that adequate supervision would accompany the changes to assure
good behavior.
This increased supervision,
he said, will result in increased
cost of about $15-20 per student
per school year in room and
board.
The bulk of that increase, he
added, would be for supervision
for increased visitation hours at
residence hallls and one or
more lounges in the dorms that
will be open at all times for
visitation.
The plans were formulated
from Teconunendations of a
committee made up of three
trustees, six students and four
staff members of the university.
"I believe the implementation
of these recommendations will
represent a step forward by the
university in recognizing the legitimate desire of our students
for greater responsibility in the
direction of their personal lives
than they now have," he told
the trustees.
"I am confident that the vast
It ajority if them have the ma-

-P. To

turity and good judgment to assume this responsibility," he
added.
Singletary pointed out that
about 75 per cent of the students at the university now live
off campus and already have
no restrictions on their personal
lives.
Those who do live on campus,
he said, aoirnetimes question
policies "restricting their lives,
but which do not similarly
restrict" those off campus.
He also cited studies showing
liberalization of student housing
rules at other institutions not
only did not led to bad behavior, but quite the opposite.
The increased visitation
hours between residents of the
dorms will be limited to weekends, he emphasized.
"While many students will
believe it to be restrictive, it is
my opinion that it represents a
reasonable approach to our visitation program.
"It provides opportunity for
students to meet informally on
the campus in supervised facilities in contrast to the total periiiissiveness of off-campus
socialization," Singletary said.
He noted that such visits are
allowed in many other colleges
Other changes involve separation of sexes in the Cooperstown Single Student complex
by apartment rather than by
building and a standing committee to overseer the changes
that are to be made.
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chord will play in the
the Rhythm Chord tab and the
,
Teen
,
—Waltz, Latin
rhythm pattern you've selected
The Town and Country
d great the first time
March. or Swing. Fun! You'll soun
Homemakers Club will meet at
you sit down at the organ'
the home of Mrs. Robert
. press
pedal rhythm
Warren, 1502 Beckett, Murray,
From there you can go on to add
automatic alternating bass,
the Rhythm Pedal tab for an
for a Christmas dinner.
Fabulous!
NEW INSTRUMENT!
Murray Woman's Club cookSTOP IN AND TRY THIS EXOT-ING
books will go on sale at four
dollars each at each of the
downtown branches of the Bank
has the wag •
of Murray and Peoples Bank.
a •
Persons may also contact
finance chairmen of each of the
departments of the club.

Night person's husband
wants to fix her clock

Household Shower
Held Recently For
Miss Jill Shroat

Plans Activities
Women's Auxiliary Of Moose Lodge
Al

Mr. & Mrs. Young
Entertain At Home

Miss Carolyn King
Honored At Party
At Persall _Home

fjfklgis$9631M
This Christmas give fun
for the whole family

with Dancing Chords!

LITTLETON'S

We Will Be Open Sundays
1:00-5:30 P.M.
Until Christmas

$

1,), WURLiTZER"

44k c

Mademoiselle
Shop

to help you learn to play'

VDER
E'S
fn!
!JACK
/ NICHOLSON

J B Music Center
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street
Phone 753-7575
Murray, Kentucky

The Adult One Department of
the Sunday School of Memorial
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas party for children at
seven p.m.

Court Square

)
(7'
D.,

- Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-3882

Lynn Grove Surprises League-Leading
Kirksey With 83-74 Defeat Wednesday

:
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Christmas caine a couple of
weeks early for Lynn Grove but
the Wildcats aren't complaining. The surprise package
- kiewww
was an 83-74 win over
AL
previously undefeated Kirksey,
le7
;
4
leaving both teams with a share
•'
4
of the conference title as they
•1
.
4.
finish the campaign with
records of 9-1 each.
Other Tuesday night games
found New Concord evening its
slate at 5-5 by edging Hazel 58-54
while Faxon slipped past Almo
•
e,
•
S.
•
-• '
61-56.
Kirksey jumped to a 21-14
TUCKED IN FOR THE WINTER: Murray-Calloway Country Club Pro Jimmy Sullivan, left, and a
helper, Connie St. John, New Providence, took advantage of a recent break between rains to cover first period lead and held a
the club's 18 greens with the straw which will protect them from severe cold weather during the coutfartable 43-30 cushion at
winter. Nine temporary greens are now being used for winter play, the seventh of which is shown in halftime. But the Wildcats
the background. The straw will be removed from the main greens next Marc)), with play on them caught fire on the third period
and pulled to within three at 55expected to be resumed by May 1. 1973.
Photo by M.C. Garrott
52 at the end of the frame.
In the final quarter, Lynn
Grove outscored Kirksey
to take the nine point decision.
In the previous meeting when

the two squads tangled at ahd 14 and Steve McCuiston 11.
Kirksey, Lynn Grove dropped Kevin Barrett, one of the finest
an 85-54 contest to the Eagles. shooters in the county, led the
Tommy Futrell fired in 42 losers with 19 while Chrisman
points to lead all scorers while added 16. New Concord took a
Rogers added 11 for the losers. 38-27 win in the 'preliminary
Stone led the balanced Wildcat game.
attack with 21 while Chavis had
Faxon jumped to a big 12
19. Lockhart and Martin added
point first quarter lead but had
17 and 15 respectively.
It, hold off a serious Ahno
Kirksey, led by Teddy
challenge to take a five point
Alexander's 21 points, captured
win. The game was nip and tuck
a 49-39 win in the preliminary
all the way over the final two
game. Futrell added 10 points
periods.
for Kirksey while Chavis had 15
The victory leaves Faxon
for Lynn Grove.
with a 2-8 slate for the season
New Concord took a four point
while Almo finishes at 3-7. Mike
first quarter lead and managed
Wells, Almo's top scorer,
to stay on top of Hazel
missed the last six games of the
throughout their contest.
season because of a broken
Concord, who led at half by
arm.
seven, saw their lead dwindle to
three at the end of the third
period.
Ted McCuiston paced the
Redbirds with 19 while Gibson

Knicks Drop One-Point Decision
To Hawks In Atlanta-Court Duel Luther Not Disappointed
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
This is a tale of two National
Basketball Association cities—
New York and Atlanta.
The first city provided a happy ending for the New York
Knicks while the second was
just the opposite.
After taking an easy 114-93
triumph over the Hawks in
New York Tuesday, the Knicks
were beaten 121-120 in Atlanta
Wednesday night.
In beating the Knicks the second night, the Hawks actually
held a Pistol to their heads—
'7'istol" Pete Maravich. The
Atlanta star scored 16 more
points than he did the night before, totaling 37 Wednesday
night.
.Included among his gameleading total was the winning
field goal with two seconds left.
In the other NBA games, the
Los Angeles Lakers beat the
Philadelphia 76ers 128-90: the
Golden State Warriors trimmed
I
esDetroit Pistons 110407; the
ton Celtics stopped the

Phoenix Suns 105-100, and the
Milwaukee Bucks nipped the
Seattle SuperSonics 104-103 in
overtime.
In the American Basketball
Associatiqp, it was: Memphis
104, New York 98 and Keniuckya
119 and Carolina 112.
In the Atlanta-New York contest, the lead changed hands 11
times in the final period until
the Knicks took a 120-119 lead
with 42 seconds left on Dick
Barnett's two free throws.
The Knicks had possession of
the ball with nine seconds remaining when Bill Bradley took
a shot and missed. The Hawks
gained possession of the ball
for Maravich's game-winning
shot.
Gail Goodrich scored 31
points and Jerry West added 24
as the Lakers overpowered
helpless Philadelphia. The
76ers' record dropped to 3-29 in
the Atlantic Division, the worst
in the NBA. •
inhn Havlicek scored eight
points in the late part of the

Colonels Outlast
Cougars 119-112
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was too' little and too late
for the Carolina Cougars and
the New York Nets Wednesday
The Kentucky Colonels
roared to a 42-20 first-quarter
bulge and then withstood a late
rally by Carolina to defeat the
Cougars 119-112 in American
Basketball Association action.
In the only other game, the
Memphis Tams took an 89-77
lead into the final period and
let New York get within four
points with 1:21 left before
!landing the Nets a 104-98 setback.
National Basketball Association scores: Los Angeles 128,
.:Philadelphia 90; Golden State
:-.110, Detroit 107; Atlanta 121,
New York 120; Milwaukee 104,
Seattle 103 in overtime and
Boston 105, Phoenix 100.
With Dan Issel and Artis Gilmore leading the way, Ken-

lucky canned an amazing 78
per cent of its shots in the firstquarter surge. The Cougars cut
the margin to 59-51 late in the
second period but the Colonels
pulled away again and led 96-68
late in the third quarter.
It was the Colonels ninth
consecutive triumph and lifted
them within one-half game of
the pace-setting Cougars in the
Eastern Division. Issel finished
with 29 points and 18 rebounds,
Gilmore had 22 points and 17
rebounds and Louie Dampier
had 20 points—he hit on nine of
10 shots—and eight assists.
Gene Lanes was high for Carolina with
Memphis managed only 15
points in the fourth period but
the Nets scored just 21 and fell
six short. Johnny Newman and
Lee Davis paced the winners
with 25 points apiece while
rookie Brian Taylor of the Nets
was high for the game with 33. -
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Open Daily 9:00 to 8:00
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fourth quarter to help Boston
win its sixth straight game. It
was the first time that Boston
had won in Phoenix in seven
games.
Golden State outscored Detroit 19-4 in a five-minute span
during the third and fourth periods to overcome a 78-76 deficit and beat the Pistons.
Milwaukee blew an 18-point
lead in the third quarter but
held on to nip Seattle. A free
throw by Bob Dandridge was
the deciding margin, giving the
Bucks a 104-101 lead with 56
seconds left in the overtime period.

Blanda Is
Oldest Man
In Football
OAKLAND t AP) — George
Blanda sounded surprised and
a little pleased to learn that he
is now the oldest person to play
major league professional football in modern times.
The Pro Football Hall of
Fame in Canton, Ohio, said
Wednesday its records show
that Blanda, who will be three
months past his 45th birthday
when he kicks for the Oakland
Raiders Sunday against the
Chicago Bears, has displaced
as
the
Agajanian
Ben
greybeard of the record books.
No, I'm not sensitive about
being called an old man," said
Blanda. "I'm kind of immune
to that. I've been the oldest
player on every '..e.am (Chicago,
Houston and Oakland) I've
played with since 1658."
"I feel its a privilege and
that I'm fortunate to still be
able to play and to contribute."
Agajanian was 45, plus two
months and 11 clays when he
played his final game Nov. 8,
1964, with the San Diego Chargers. He also was a kicking specialist.
The Hall of Fame lists the
oldest player ever as John Nesser, who was 46 years and a
little over four months when he
played his final professional
football game early in the 1921
NFL season with the Columbus
Panhandlers.

Sports
In Brief
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Football
EAST LANSING,Mich.—Dennis Stolz was confirmed by the
trustees as the new head coach
at Michigan State University.
CINCINNATI—Dan Radakovich, 37, an assistant coach at
the University of Colorado, was
named head fooball coach at
the University of Cincinnati.
BASKETBALL
LOGAN,Utah—La Dell Anderson, head coach of the Utah
Stars of the American Basketball Association, was named as
the athletic director of Utah
State University, effective the
end of the basketball season.
MILWAUKEE—Guard Wali
Jones was placed on medical
suspension by the Milwaukee
Bucks for an indefinite period
and asked to undergo a complete physic examination,

In Losses On Road Trip
Center Marcelous Starks,
averaging 17.2 points and 12.0
rebounds for the season, had 27
points and 22 rebounds in the
two games. Sophomore Mike
Coleman, beginning to show his
shooting front of last year when
he averaged 32 points on the
Murray freshman team, had 14
points at Kansas and 15 at Oral
Roberts. He had 23 rebounds in
the two games. T. C. Jamison
had 17 rebounds at Kansas and
10 at Oral Roberts. Darnell
Adell had 15 points and Steve
Barrett 13.
Back of Taylor and Starks in
scoring are Coleman with 13.4
Points a game; Darnell Adell,
9.8, and Steve Barrett, 7.0.
Coleman has averaged 11.2
rebounds and Jamison 7.6..
Starks is the team's leading
field-goal shooter with 39 in 55
attempts for 70.9 percent.
As a team, the Racers are
averaging 81.8 points and 52.4
rebounds to opponeitts' 71.0
points and 37.4 rebounds.
The Racers will play Jackson
State Saturday at Murray in the
last game of their prreChristmas schedule.

Although Murray State's
Racers lost both games on their
first road trip of the season,
Coach Cal Luther is far from
disappointed in the Racers' play
at Kansas and Oral Roberts.
"Of course we're disappointed in losing two close
games I 69-63 at Kansas,79-78 at
Oral Roberts) but most phases
of our game were good. Oral
Roberts is certainly one of thebest teams in the nation and
Kansas was a fine team the
night we played them," Luther
said. "We played good defense
in both games and out
rebounded both despite giving
away height. And Les Taylor
gave one of the best defensive
performances I've ever seen
against Fuqua," ( Richard
Fuqua of Oral Roberts).
Taylor held Fuqua, an AllAmerican who was second in
the nation in scoring last year,
to 10 points, the fewest in his
college career. Taylor scored
22 points in the game and had 15
at Kansas. He's the leading
Racer scorer with an average of
19.6 points.

Marshall Kirk, 6-2 center of
the Panthers, led all scorers
with 28 points while Blankenship and Morris had 15 and 14
respectively. Willer paced Almo
with 23 while Stubblefield tossed
in 16.

Hazel( 54)—Barrett
19,
Gearheart 3, Cooper 2, Bailey 7,
Lattinier 3, Chrisman 16 and
In the preliminary game, Scott 4.
Concorcl(58)—Duk
8,
Morris tossed in 11 and Ross
nine to lead Faxon to 33-15 Kingings 4, Williams, T. McCuiston 18, Gibson 14, S. Mcvictory.
The County Elementary Cuiston II, Walker ^arid StubSchool Tournament will be held blefield 3.
Alia°
6 19 15 16-56
at the Calloway County High
gym beginning January 15.
Faxon
18 8 17 18-61
Kirksey
21 22 12 19-74
Almo(56)—Miller 23, StubLynn Grove 14 16 22 31--83 blefield 16, Scott 9, Peeler- 6,
Kirksey (74)—Futrell 42, Futrell 2 and Halley.
Lovett 8, Rogers 11, Russell 3,
Faxoni611—Morris 14, Kirk
Beach 6, and Alexander 4.
28, Duncan 4, Blankenship 15,
Lynn Grove (83)—Lockhart Walker, Elliot and Miller.

Holiday
Helper
for the rest 47,
of the year!

U
General Electric
DISHWASHER!

A HAPPY
HOLIDAY
every day
with a GE Dishwasher

Portable Today
Permanent Tomorrow
Convertible Potscrubber
with Sound-Softening
Insulation — Portable
Now, Built-In Later

Roanoke Leads In
College Cage Poll
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Roanoke, which finished tied
for 20th last year in the college
division basketball poll, has
made it all the way to the top
this year.
The Salem, Va. college was
awarded four first-place votes
and accumulated 190 points to
rank No. 1 in the season's first
weekly Associated Press poll,
announced Wednesday.
Winner of its first five
games, Roanoke held a narrow
margin over runnerup Stephen
F. Austin, which captured five
first place votes but only had
an overall total of 176 points.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
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9
10
11
16
18
20
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23
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26
28

Forgive
Escape
Illuminated
Cooled lava
Dirk
Retains
Warden
Exist
Armed conflict
Young goat
Sand bars
Mollify
A state
Proprietor
Clayey earth
Repulse
Rock
Military
pol.ce fabbr )
29 Heraldry.
grafted
32 Cubic
meter
33 Preposition

Knock
Bottle
Part of face
Mountain in
Crete
13 Climbing plant
14 Macaw
15 Trading
center
17 Weirder
19 Expire
20 Repulse
21 Frame of
11
mind
23 Pronoun
24 Prophets
46 Male
36 Places for
27 Beard of
combat
sheep
grain
47 Bill,
38 Oar
28 Masculine
vetch
40 Venetian
30 Part of
48 Chicken
magistrates
violm
42 Mournful
49 Lamprey
31 Preposition
44 Chair
50 Nothing
45 Flying
32 Dashes
53 A tate
)
creature
i'34 River in
Italy
2
3
1
$
0 : 9 10 11
4 —5
6 '7
II :
35 Tidy
....
37 Mother of
17
4
114
13
Apollo
fro
•
4
38 Writing
15
18
16
ea 17
implement
A
39 Was mistaken
19
17:0, 20
41 Brother of
tr...?
„
.
Odin
21 22
24
v:
A25
23
26
42 Transaction
e:
27
43 Worn away
29
,
:f 28
45 Evil
4,34
in' 2
31
46 Back down
33
di'
48 Concealed
33
36
,•':.
;„
7
7-37
38
Si Macaw
..?',...r.,
,
-21
52 Ardent
39
,
0,
,,<. 42
40 „,,iii 41
54 Hawaiian
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.:„
0
aia.
a.
43
4
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55 Manuscripts
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.•.': j..•:.
(abbr
46 47
as
ii,' 50
56 Remain erect
57 Cloth measure 51
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2
53
••-•
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•:..: 56
.
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1 Edge
1
4
9
12
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

latr by L'nited Feature Syndicate, inc.
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Cycles:
Power Scrub — gets pots, pans,
even crusty casseroles sparkling
clean
Normal — vigorous washing of
everyday loads
Rinse & Hold — rinses away food
s and holds dishes for a full load
Short Wash — for lightly soiled
loads
Three Level Washing Action — for
improved washability
Automatic Rinse-Glo Dispenser —
releases rinsing agent at just the
right time — glassware comes out
spotless
Built-In Soft Food Disposer —
liquifies soft food and flushes
it away
no need to pre-rinse
dishes
Roll-Out Racks — extend fully for
easy loading and unloading
Removable Silver Basket
Retractable Power Cord &
Hose Connections

• Four Pushbutton Wash

•

Stephen F. Austin, which finished No. 11 in last season's
poll, has also won its first five
games this season.
Tennessee State started
where it left off last year—in
third place—while Eau Claire,
ranked No. 8 last year, is
fourth and Kentucky' State, No.
2 last season, is fifth.
The teams receive votes from
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.
The rest of the Top Ten has
Louisiana Tech, No. 6; Albany
State, Ga., No. 7; Augustana,
Ill. No. 8; Old Dominion, No. 9,
and California-Riverside, No.
IQ.

0000 MOMO ORO
BOOM 3000 000
BIM 000M OMB
30 OOMM 3000
0000 OMMO 000
00300 0300 MM
=MOM 00001110
010 000M 00000
000 0000 3000
01300 0003 30
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00131 0030 MOMO
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17, Stone 21, Martin 15, Chavis
19, Gardnet 9 and Olive 2.
Hazel
8 13 14 19-54
Concord
12 16 10 20-58

•
•
•

229"
Model SC460

No pre-rinsing! No Scraping
Just tip off bones
K111111111111
3 cycles to wash crusty
pots and pans, daily loads.
or rinse a few pieces and hold for
a full load ... ALL Automatically.
This handy convertible dishwasher
does
everything but clsar the table. See
and buy one at your local General
Electric dealer TODAY!

20995
Murray Appliance

•
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Bryan Station Ranked Top Team
In Kentucky High School Poll
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By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Lexington Bryan Station, undefeated in four games, was
named Kentucky's No. 1 high
school basketball team'Wednesday in the first Associated
Press Poll of the season.
The scrappy defender, principally on their 30-point victory
over previously unbeaten Clay
County, outdistanced Louisville
Shawnee by eight points for the
top spot.
Owensboro, a 93-67 winner
over Henderson County this
week, was ranked third, just a
point behind Shawnee and far
ahead of No. 4 Louisville Male.
Louisville Trinity took the
No. 5 spot by a point over
Louisville Ballard with Bowling
Green just four points back in
the seventh spot.
Paducah Tilghman, Ashland
and Louisville Central rounded
out the top 10.
The selections were made ,by
a panel of nine sportswriters
and sportscasters, each of
whom picked his own top 10.
Point totals are based on 10 for
a first place vote, nine for second and so on.
Shawnee drew More first
place votes — five — than
Bryan Station, but was rated

Bench Recovering
From Lung Surgery
CINCINNATI(AP) — Cincinnati Reds catcher Johnny
Bench, the Most Valuable Player in the National League in
1972, is expected to report for
spring training in February.
Bench, who also won the honor in 1970, is recovering from
lung surgery. Doctors removed
a lesion and pronounced the
growth benign.'
Dr. Luis Gonzalez, who -performed the surgery, said the
technique used did not require
the removal of a rib or cutting
the back muscles.
Bench will remain in the hospital about six more days, according to team physician Dr.
George Ballou.
'The growth was discovered-tn
a routine physical last September but not made public until
shortly before Bench entered
the hospital. Bench said he
went on a nine-game home run
streak once he had learned the
news.
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sixth on one ballot and was vole, 11111e for Serond and so on:
ientioned on one less ballot 1. Bryan Station 3
72
than the defenders.
2. Shawnee (
64
Like Bryan Station, Owens- 3. Owensboro
63
boro was rated in the top 10 by 4. Male
46
seven of the nine voters in the 5. Trinity
27
poll in this first week when 6. Ballard
26
hometown favorites always 7. Bowling Green
22
swell the balloting.
18
8. Tilghman
One voter gave his first place 9. Ashland 15
vote to Daviess County, a 91-63 10. Central
13
winner over Ohio County this
Others receiving votes, listed
week, but the Panthers re- alphabetically: Allen Central,
ceived no ether mention and Bracken Co., Breathitt Co.,
thus fell into the ranks of the Boyd Co., Butler, Campalso-cans.
bellsville, Central ,City, ChrisClay County had won eight tian Co., Clay Co., Daviess Co.
straight games before meeting
it, Flaget, Harrison Co., HarBryan Station and its tall duo rodsburg, Henry Clay, Jackson
of Jack Givens and Ted Hun- Co., Johnson Central, Lafadley, who scored 22 and 20 yette, Madison, Madisonville,
jxiintS, respectively.
Manual, Maysville, Newport,
The first poll of the season, Newport Catholic, Owensboro
with first place votes in parent- Catholic, Rockcastle Co., Tates
heses and point totals on the Creek, Taylor Co., Union Co.,
basis of 10 for a first place Warren East, Wurtland.

Raiders Rout Nordiques
9-1 In World Ice Play
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"This was our best game of
the season. It had everything."
Included among the "everything" that New York Raider
COach Camile Henry was
talking about were three goals
by Bobby Sheehan that helped
provide a 9-1 World Hockey Association victory over the Quebec
Nordiques
Wednesday
night.
Also, there were a couple of
big fights at Madison Square
Garden that finished the freeswinging contest on a brawling
note.
•'Those fights really excited
our fans," said Henry.' Some of
them tried to get at the Quebec
bench but were repulsed by
Garden officials."
Among those receiving major
penalties for fighting were
Pierre Guite of Quebec and
Mike McNamara of New York.
Actually, the fights were
about the only thing competitive 'after the Raiders bolted into a 5-0 lead in the first
period. Sheehan and Norm Ferguson each netted a goal and
two assists.
Bob Jones, Garry Peters and
Ron Ward also scored in that
first period as the Raiders

ction — for
spenser —
t just the
comes out
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Padres To Stay In
San Diego Next Year
SAN DIEGO (AP) - The Nate Colbert.
"They want to stay and we,
words of Buzzie Bavasi four
months ago don't appear to want to see them stay," Mayor
Pete Wilson said Wednesday
bother him today.
here to put an end to all after a 45-minute meeting with
the scare stories," the San Bavasi. "It's really a question
Diego Padres' president and of community support."
The San Diego Union says
part owner told a sportswriters'
luncheon Aug. 13. "The Padres Smith, a multimillionaire bankdefinitely are staying in San er and friend of President Nixon, has lost $2.8 million in inDiego."
Today Bavasi was preparing terest on the $10 million loan he
for a meeting in New York Fri- used to buy the new franchise
day with Baseball Commission- in 1968.
"The Padres were an exer Bowie Kuhn while rumors of
the Padres' imminent transfer pensive proposition," Wilson
to Washington, D.C. under their told reporters. "They had to
present ownership buzzed about pay a great deal for the club
and they are having to pay a
the baseball world.
( The same rumors circulated great deal to finance the origilast year when some of Wash- nal investment.
At the end of the season Baington's leading citizens were
fuming about the move of the vasi was still insisting that the
baseball Senators to Texas. Padres would stay here. But
Though 1971 attendance was the since then he haedroj)ped hints
lowest in the Padres' three- of a change of heart by inyear history, Bavasi and ma- dicating that management was
jority owner C. Arnholt Smith unhappy about advertising panels on either side of the stadecided to keep the team here.
Attendance improved this dium scoreboard in "direct conyear, from 549,085 to a club flict with out radio broadcast
record of 644,272, but still well sponsors."
The signal seemed clear
below Bavasi's stated breakeven figure of 800,000. For the enough. Wilson said he has offourth straight year the Padres fered to solve the. advertising
finished last in the National problem, but an aide to the
League West, although they un- mayor noted, "Financial probveiled several promising lems of the Padres go far, far
rookies and their first genuine beyond the costs of advertising
star, slugging first baseman panels."

NOW OPEN—
Williams Repair,
Highway 641 - South of Midway
* COMPLETE REPAIR & SERVICE *
Tractors - Trucks - Autos
•Welding and Cutting •Boat Cleanup and Repair
Res. 492-8581
Bus. /53-0253

Extraordinary Bank
Offers You An

Extraordinary Return
On Your Savings
Type of Account

%National Hockey League
scores: New York Rangers 4,
Toronto 3; Pittsburgh 9, New
York Islanders 1; Buffalo 7.
Boston 3; Atlanta 2, Detroit 0;
Minnesota 7, Philadelphia 3;
Los Angeles 3, Chicago 1 and
California 2, Montreal 2.
Third period, goals by Rusty
Patenaude and Jim Benzelock
rallied Alberta over Houston;
Philadelphia unleashed a fourgoal barrage during the first
four minutes of the final period
to trim Winnipeg and Jan Po.
peil scored three goals to pace
Chicago over New England.

Rate

2 Years

1/
574%

1 Year

/
2% 5.65%
51

I

,

Certificate of Deposit

peppered Quebec goalie Jacques Lernelin with 13 shots.
Sheehan added two goals in the
final period on power plays.
In
the
night's
other
WHA games, it was Alberta 3,
Houston 2; Philadelphia 7,
Winnepeg 4 and Chicago 6, New
England 3.

Effective
Annual Yield

Time

5.92%

$5,000 Minimum

Certificate of Deposit
$5,000 Minimwm

Certificate of Deposit

5% 5.125%

90 Days

Guaranteed for 5 Years

to 1 Year

Golden Passbook k

90 Days

5% 5.125%

Blue Chip Savings

Demand

4% 4.06%

Bowling
Standings
Magic Tri
Bowling League
W
Team
36
Ezells Beauty School
35
Johnson's Grocery
Bank of Murray
32
29
Murray Muffler
Murray insurance
28
27
Triangle Inn
22
Boones
20
Jerry's Restaurant
Tappan
18
Earen Amusement
13
High Team Game (SC)

L
16
17
20
23
24
25
30
32
34
39

Ezells Beauty School
763
Johnson's Grocery
741
Ezells Beauty School
733
High Team Game (MC)
Tappan
972
Triangle Inn
963
Ezells Beauty School.
961
- High Team Series (SC)
Ezells Beauty School
2162
Johnson's Grocery
2115
Triangle Inn
1976
High Team Series (HC)
Tappan
2815
Ezells Beauty School
2756
Murray Insurance Agency
2756
Triangle Inn
2720
High Ind. Game (SC)
Mildred Hodge
186
Belinda Burkeen
179
Linda Drake
177
High Ind. Game (NC)
Sheeta Underwood
240
Belinda Burkeen
225
Linda Drake
218
High Ind. Series (SC)
Wanda Nance
486
Mildred Hodge
462
Margie Garland
46)
High Ind. Series (HC)
Sheela Underwood
646
Katin Linn
601
Peggy McCord
597
High Averages
Mildred Hodge
161
Marilyn Chatman
156
Wanda Nance
155
Norma Bennett
144
Barbara Alexander
144
Mary Harris
144
Betty Dixon
144
Margie Garland
141
Linda Drake
141
Mary F. Hargrove
141
JR.•SR. AJBC
Bowling League
W..
Team
14
34
Fighting Four
14, 7
33
The Men
17,
2
Pin Cushions
30, 7
21,•?
Glory Stompers
25
23
Wild Ones
22, 2 25`.•7
Head Pins
26
77
Be bops
High Team 'Series (SC)
208
Charles Parker
Randy Wright
186
176
Bob Hargrove
High Ind. Game (NC)
244
Charles Parker
213
Randy Wright
707
Sam Smith
High Ind Series (SC)
498
Charles Parker
477
Bob Hargrove
444
Randy Wright
High Ind. Series (HC1
606
Charles Parker
657
Rexie Stalls
579
Bob Hargrove
High Averages
150
Garry Evans
'145
Randy Wright
138
Richard Scott
137
Bob Hargrove
/35
Phillip Adams
134
Charles Parker
130r
Doug McCann
125
Paul Holland
124
Beverly Rogers

You Have A Choice of Any of These

Extraordinary Savings Plans
at the

Extraordinary Bank,
BANK
PEOPLES/
4.cy
AIL

MURRAYKY.
* MEMBER F.D.I.C. *
Three Convenient Locations . . .

Main Branch

South Branch

North Branch

500 Main

12th & Story

12th & Chestnut
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New Booklet Tells How Wood Helps Save Money
; WASHINGTON, D.C.—How
ivnod helps reduce home
jiperating costs and conserve
inergy is the topic of an inr
rivative
and timely new
&let entitled "The Energy
onservation Issue," published
ify the National Forest Products
Association.
.; The booklet defines the
aation's mounting crisis of
tiwindling energy supplies and
(*plains how wood-frame

tt

construction helps reduce
energy consumption as well as
home heating and cooling costs.
It cites a recent study by the
of
President's
Office
Preparedness,
Emergency
"The Potential For Energy
Conservation," which states
that improved insulation in
residential and commercial
construction can be a major
force in countering a nationwide
energy crisis.

It is here, the booklet explains, that wood plays such an
important role, for the ease and
efficiency of insulating hew and
existing wood-frame construction systems is nearly
unparalleled.
Wood itself is an excellent
insulator, due primarily to the
millions of tiny cells trapped
within its cellular structure.
The booklet cites statistics from
the American Society
of

THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANTS
Invite

YOU!
to do your Christmas shopping in the
Downtown Shopping Center.
* BEGINNING DECEMBER 11 *
the Downtown Stores will
remain open until 8:00 p.m.

For Your Shopping Convenience
Also See . . .

SANTA CLAUS!
EACH AFTERNOON BEGINNING
December 11.
Santa Claus will be in his house on
the Court House lawn. He will arrive
at his house at 3:00 each afternoon,
1:00 Saturday.
Santa will be there on the 8th
at 3:00 and Olt 9th at 1:00
----------------(A4+••rf'wow('

UL 4,

-------------

Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers
showing that one inch of wood is
four times as efficient an insulator as cinder block, six
times as efficient as brick, 15
times as efficient as concrete or
stone, 400 times as efficient as
brick, 15 times as efficient as
concrete or stone, 400 times as
efficient as steel, and 1,770
times as efficient as aluminum.
Wood framing further utilizes
the insulating properties of
trapped air, the booklet states,
by confining it between such
structural elinents as wall studs
and floor and ceiling joints.
These spaces can be easily
filled with insulating material
.to further enhance thermal
efficiency without increas g
wall, ceiling, roof or
thicknesses.
The booklet described the
energy-saving qualities of
wood, wood products, and wood
construction systems,
documenting its claims with
numerous case studies.
It also points out how trees
consume only solar energy in
producing new wood fiber and
are renewable in an endless
cycle. Far less energy is
required to convert these trees
into finished products than is
needed for production of any
comparable industrial building
material. Use of wood products
reduce excessive
can help
demands on such depletable
resources as bauxite, iron ore,
petroleum and natural gas.
Comparatively, the booklet
explains, wood contributes very
little to pollution problems at its
source, during manufacture, in
use, or after disposal. Thus, its
use help reduce the enormous
amounts of energy requred to
counter pollution and recycle or
dispose of inorganic solid
wastes. And of all the major
raw materials for building wood
alone is biodegradable.
The booklet includes 20 tips to
help homeowners conserve
enrgy and reduce home heating
costs in the winter and cooling
costs in the summer.

BEATLE BAILEY
I GuESS EILACK5 LSE"
TO THiNK SOLF WAS
A Gi46Y GAME, SO
WE PREFERRED
FOOTBALL BASEBALL
Arc BAGKETBALI.

FLAP WI-1•7
HAVEN'T
THERE BEEN
MORE BLACK
GOLF PRO6?

(

WI-1EN WE HEARp
JACK NICKLAUS
.,.............____
MAKES OVER
ZOO,000 A yEAR
.

WNEN DIP \
YOU 5TOP
THiNKING
rT WAG A
6AME

_-----"
Abu
04tor

NANCY
I MADE A LIST
SO YOU'LL KNOW
WHAT TO GIVE ME
FOR CHRISTMAS

OH, AUNT
FRITZ,-

IT'S A NICE SHORT
LIST ---YOU'RE NOT
ASKING FOR MANY
THINGS THIS
\
YEAR

OH, THAT'S A
LIST OF WHAT
I DON'T
WANT

Set-

1.11: ABNER
McGLUTTON
CLAIMS
EATIN'
SALOME'?
BURGERS--

-IS AS HEV V NL-1 AS
EAT I N SA LOM
HERSELF.BUT HE'S
CHEATIP4' TH'
PUBLIC. HAVE
A CHAW

VO.
TRY IT,
ON

Garl/ X -14-

A-VWS*10eVAVAVAICAVeV:ViirirAVA-V

A Gift for the
Man In Your Life

America
Answers
NEW YORK
Americans becom
fluent they are conf
a greater number
about what to do
nioney: spend it, so
it, lend it. Where,
how?
Insurers, broke
and others would 1
the answers, bee
man with the answ
business. Few
agents, however,
banking; few ban
thorities on stocks
The ordinary
a little extra mon
of questions has,
search about for
then, somewhat f
he can integrate
meaningful, logi
program.
But some head
made. A few bro
now are looking t
when their per
taken off co
greatly upgrad
that they will be
as financial adv
Insurance co
foresee the day
might fulfill
some lawyers
broadly skilled
although people
ties usually can
clients.
Perhaps the
the greatest pote
frorn the con
many of whi
themselves as
banks and some
40 or more diffe
Some of these
in for the perso
cept. As one, th
of Denver, a pm
You have a
clan, a per
maybe a perso
Now you can h
banker."
This is good

Arnold
Good H
Bocca

Single copies are available
free from the National Forest
Product Association, 1619
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. Additional
quantities may be ordered for
eight cents apiece.

(Advwfloonoreri

Before you buy any gun

SEE OUR BIG SELECTION OF
OTGUNS AND RIFLES
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Browning
Remington
Remington
Remington
Remington
Remington

5 shot
22 cal
22 cal.
9 mm
.380
1100 automatic
1100 automatic
870 pump
870 pump
.22 cal. rifle

BROWNING.

Reiningtoit

automatic
automatic
automatic
automatic
automatic
automatic
vent, rib
plain
vent, rib
plain

all gauges
deluxe
standard
deluxe
deluxe
deluxe
$164.95
$144.95
$124.95
$109.95
$ 69.95

one only matched set in display case.
.410 and 28 go. Remington 1100.
$399.95

see Charles Nanny for his expert
advice on your gun needs - - -

INARR7fLKINIS
Greetings from Mrs. Clause, the little lady from North of Murray who is very busy these days canning cash in the lobby of the Rank
of Murray. However,she isn't too busy to invite you to visit the HOLIDAY ROOM which is open during banking hours at the Main
Rank Office 4th at Main, December 18th thru 22nd.
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Americans Searching For
Answers to Finance Plans

Arnold Finds
Good Home at
Boccabeila's

uxe
64.95
44.95
24.95
09.95
69.95

99.95

Is

Nmvv
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NEW YORK (AP) — As '
tomer, who is often shunted
Americans become more af- from
one department to anothfluent they are confronted with er
in large commercial banks.
a greater number of decisions
At United — and at Harris
about what to do with their Bank
dr Trust, Chicago, and at
money: spend it, save it, invest North
Carolina's largest, the
it, lend it. Where, when, why,
Wachovia Bank, among others
how?
— a customer may be assigned
Insurers, brokers, bankers his own
banker, and it is this
and others would love to supply person
to whom he goes with
the answers, because to the business
of any kind.
man with the answers gbes the
The personal banker has unbusiness. Few insurance dergone
a training program
agents, however, are expert in and, while
not an expert in all
banking; few bankers are au- areas of finance,
has some unthorities on stocks.
derstanding of them and knows
The ordinary American with who in the bank
to ask for spea little extra money and a lot cialized advice.
And, of course,
of questions has, therefore, to he knows the
customer's finansearch about for answers and cial condition and
goals.
then, somewhat futilely, hope
The program, while helping
he can integrate them into a the customer, is paying
immemeaningful, logical financial diate dividends for the
banks,
program.
too.
But some headway is being
United Bank, for example,
made. A few brokerage houses found that personal
checking
now are looking toward the day accounts rose 18.5 per
cent just
when their personnel will be a year after it began
its protaken off commissions and gram in January 1970, but
it
greatly upgraded in skills so measures even more benefits in
that they will be able to servt the form of good will, payable
as financial advisers.
in the future.
Insurance companies too
Other banks have been so
foresee the day when the agent fascinated by the concept that
might fulfill that role. And United Bank now runs consome lawyers seek to be such ferences for other banks conbroadly skilled professionals, sidering the switch.
although people of such abiliThe obvious danger to the
ties usually can find wealthier concept's future is that the perclients.
sonal banker might tend to
Perhaps the response with view the customer as a prosthe greatest potential emanates pect for the bank's many servfrom the commercial banks, ices rather than as a client
to
many of which advertise be aided — that he will emphathemselves as "full service" size sales at the expense
of
banks and some of which offer service.
40 or more different services.
This, as many Americans
Some of these now are going have learned, is the weakeness
in for the personal banking con- and even the conflict in many
cept. As one, the United Bank broker-customer and agent-cus
of Denver, a pioneer, states:
tomer relationships.
"You have a personal physician, a personal attorney,
maybe a personal stockbroker.
Now you can have a personal
banker."
This is good news for the cusBy Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner of Agriculture
Each year during the fall and
winter months the State
Department of Agriculture's
Division of Pest de Noxious
We'd Control conducts rodent
pietro4 projects in cooperation
With local health ofttcials md
county extension agents.
The program is going real
FIREBAUGH, Calif. ( AP) —
James and Mickey Boccabella well this year, with the Division
have gone whole hog when it expec‘ing to mix and place
comes to a family pet; they've about 100,000 pounds of baiting
got Arnold — a lovable, 800- concentrate. Last year, about
pound, housebroken pig.
87,000 pounds of bait was mixed
"He's just a little Hamp- and placed in projects in some
shire," Mickey says. "And he 60 counties and cities.
loves most people."
Under this program, which is
Arnold, who happens to bark seasonal, Division personnel
like a dog and sometimes eats mix the bait and supervise its
four dozen donuts for breakfast, packaging and placement.
has his own bedroom — where Urban projects are conducted in
he sleeps 20 hours a day — in cooperation with local healttf
the Boccabellas' San Joaquin departments and city governValley home.
ments. Costs of the baiting
Boccabella brought Arnold project must be paid by the
home the day he was born local group, but generally the
more than two years ago. Ar- mixing materials and other
nold was the runt of a litter of costs are donated locally.
seven pigs and was unable to
stand or nurse. He weighed two
This year, we are particularly
pounds and "all who saw it interested in the rural program.
said it wasn't going to make Grain production is becoming
it," Mrs. Boccabella said.
more important in Kentucky's
But with hand nursing and agriculture, and as more farconstant attention, Arnold grew mers store
grain, the rodent
to be a healthy three feet tall program can become more
and seven feet long.
serious. For this reason, farMrs. Boccabella and her mers with grain storage are
daughter, Patty, used to take being invited to contact their
Arnold for rides in the car, un- local county agent, who in turn
til he reached 500 pounds and will contact the Department of
outgrew the family sedan.
Agriculture. The Pest Control
"He would get so excited, Division will then set up a
he'd foam at the mouth when program on the farm in
we'd drive downtown or to the question, and will invite area
ranch; and, when somebody farmers in to observe
baiting
came along side the car, he'd procedures. They can use their
start barking," Mrs. Boccabella own farm.
said,
Water soluble baits are being
One motorist was so startled used around grain storage bins
when she saw Arnold in the car and cribs, as the grain, is
"she darn near turned her car already providing the rats with
over," Mrs. Boccabella added. a natural food supply. Since
On another occasion, a deliv- they do need water, the water
eryman knocked at the front soluble bait proves very efdoor. But, when he saw Arnold fective.
peering from behind Mrs. HocAs most farmers know, rats
cabella, he beat a hasty re- can eat and damage
large
treat,
amounts of grain once facilities
"We have never seen him become infested with this costly
since."
rodent. The Department of
Agriculture is interested in
helping farmers with this
problem, just as we are interested in working with cities
to remove the health and
The Kentucky Arabian Horse property menace rats and mice
Club, Inc., held its first meeting create.
in Elizabethtown on November
12, 1972.
BICENTENN 1 A I,
Ei'liriOni
interested in
The American RevolutionArabian and Part-Arabian
ary Bicentennial Commission
horses is invited to join. More
has awarded official recogniinformation can be obtained
tion and use of its logo to the
from Thomas Shone, Rt. 2,
1976 National Square Dance
Glasgow, Ky. Phone 502- 646Convention to be held in Ana2926,
heim, Calif.

Rodents Cost
Grain Farmers

uges
uxe
dard
uxe
uxe
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Arabian Horse Club
Formed In E-Town

014

100% Solid State Color
(NO CHASSIS TUBES TO BURN OUT)

NEW
1973
MODEL

*Black Matrix tube
*Automatic tint control
*Automatic fine tuning
*Automatic color control

Th. OSLO
WAIN GR721

ZS' diagonal pctuls

NEW 1913 Acceolor COLOR TV'S---BY RCA

$498 $528
The LAMBERT
4‘.6•1 G5412
25' do•gen•I P.twe

• RCA's great AccuColor4
chassis and ultra-bright
black matrix picture tube
for top-level viewing
Pleasure•AccuTints —
RCA's one-button
automatic for natural
flesh tones• Fiddle-free
Automatic Fine Tuning

•Ultra-bright black
matrix picture tube
.RCA's best is Powerful
AccuColor chassis
• ACCUTint
•—RCA
'
s

one-button automatic
for natural flesh tones
.Fiddle -free Automatic
Fine Tuning

n

StflAY

RCA'S FINEST COLOI. TV VALUE

8"

Diagonal
*Lighted window
*Built-in antennas
'One-set fine tuning
*Automatic Chroma control

Color
TV

ER403

Remote control black & white TV

$129.95
Th• ROOMMATE II
Mode, ARI5HR
IS'

753-1713WAR

D

Luxury Stereo with 8-track player

8 Pre-recorded tapes with
the purchase of any
--$50 VALUE-RCA Console Stereo

Liberal Terms Available

ELK N5
I

753-1713

Nirmws*AvAvAtimmuAwAvAlavwt;
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Public Relations Phase I Of Reorganization Of State Bureaucracy Is Begun
Notebook

By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Journalism
Murray State University
Never
in • modern
civilization has relations between fellow human beings
become so important as today.
Yet, too often, practical and
sense
common
just
associations with others is
something to be desired. We
hear the term "public
relations" used over and
over. It's a vague term. Actually, too few people really
know what the term implies.
Its use has come to mean
practically any encounter between persons. Almost all
human activity, including
associations of family and
close friends, falls within the
scope of the term. So, public
relations also may be called
private relations, personal
relations, business relations,
etc. Yet, for convenience, the
term public relations is used
quite broadly to include many
specific publics.
Perhaps public relations is
over-used today, or maybe, it
is misused. gut more important, it is being "unused"
in many instances at a time
when it should be put to its
greatest use--particularly on
the personal relations level.
A company or large department store may have an
elaborate public relations
program on paper, but unless
each employee down the line
knows what's going on within
the company, a potentially
good program may still be
quite impressive--but it will
still only be on a piece of
paper. People make publiç.
relations work. People also
make public relations fail.
A public relations program
boils down to planning,
educating personnel, sincerity
of workers, guidance and
quality of leadership and continuous self-appraisal of

public relations objectives.
Only when this is accomplished will any firm
regardless of size, -realize its
greatest potential.

Cookbook
for you?
NEW YORK 11.1P11 — A
Francisco
arch
San
organization that specializes in
ethnic and minority studies has
added a cookbook to its
publishing list to raise funds for
CARL the international
assistance agencv.
Most of the recipes in the
"Se Care Cookbook" bv
Robert I). Reed and Kathy S.
Reed IR A E Research
Associates) were culled from
19th and earls 20th century
cookbooks, but a few are included
from
CARE
nutritionists as examples of the
types of foods used in the
agency's program. Included are
recipes from Africa, Pakistan,
northern India, the Balkans,
southeast Asia, the Caribbean
and Latin America.
A third of the price of each
book is donated to the
assistance
agency,
and
represents food for 300
children.
IThe hook can be ordered by
direct mail from We Care
Cookbook. 18581 McFarland
Ave.. Saratoga, Calif., 45070.
Publishers hope to expand
distribution through bulk sales
to individuals,church and other
community and civic groups,
school
and
college
organizations, service clubs and
youth groups. Single copies are
$3.31) each, including postage.
California residents add IS
cents state tax.)
Hang inexpensive wire
baskets on a pegboard to hold
toys or books.

By Barni Duncan
State News Bureau
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Anyone
who has ever entered the state
Capitol in search of a particular
agency probably remembers
being directed from office to
office, floor to floor throughout
the building.
After 45 minutes, climbing
five flights of stairs and
passing the same restroom
three times, he might only know
that the agency was located
somewhere in Frankfort,
supposedly in the Capitol.

This is an example, according
ti i Gov. Wendell Ford, of the
'hodgepodge' that present state
government has become-60
departments and over 200
commissions, boards and
agencies going in as many
different directions.
Fourteen months ago, when
then IA. Governor Ford was
running for governor, he
promised a reorganization of
state government to eliminate
that hodgepodge; to prevent
duplication and overlapping Of
services and, thus, strengthen
necessary (migrants.
Phase one of Kentucky state
reorganization recently was
initiated.
The basis of reorganization is
simple.
The myriad of
departments and agencies have
been integrated into six
program cabinets structured on
mutual interests and applications.
Further, the
Department of Finance and the
Kentucky Program Development Office have been coneilidated into- the Executive
Department of Finance and
Administration. Both will be
coordinated by the Secretary of
the Cabinet, present Finance
Commissioner Don Bradshaw.
What does it mean to the
average citizen?
The main purpose of
reorganization, according to
Governor Ford, is to eliminate
duplication
services—

Ken
Holl
and
By Popular Demand
Is Releasing Plate No. 3

"Style Of Its Own"
If you wanted a numbered and signed print by Ken Holland, and couldn't get one.now is your
(-hance. Ken is increasing his numbered prints for the first and last time. This will be a standard
quota and price on all forth coming prints. The Value and demand for Ken's prints are increasing
rapidly. so get in on a numbered print while you can.
"Style Of It's Own
500 numbered and signed- 115.00 each-plus tax
1000 signed only410.00 each-plus tax
Precious Memories
300 numbered and signed $12.00 each SOLD OUT
700 signed only-$8.00 plus tax
"Cider Apples"
300 numbered and signed47.00 each-SOLD OUT
1200 signed only-15.00 each-plus tax
Add $1.00 for postage

ken Holland Limited Prints
Rt 2, White Star Farm
Benton, Ky. 42025
Phone 527-8040

Address
State
Zit Code

Atc,,Riing to Governor Ford, charges of the six program
the creation of the Department cabinets is the development of
of Finance and Administration, recommendations for further
and streamlining and unification'
planning
combining
financing functions, is designed some programs to promote
to insure the maximum product better services for the people
already exist.
fir each dollar expended.
The Office of Local GovernThe new department also will
provide a comprehensive long- ment, an element of the
range analysis of policy, 'har- Department of Finance and
mony of political and ad- Administration, channels
nanistrative decision-making resources from the executive
and ties with local govern- branch to provide technical
ments, other states and the assistance and support to
Kentucky city and county
federal government. governitients.
The Ford Administration
Although phase one is only a
further already has assisted in federal
framework
for
restructuring ( one of the initial revenue sharing—making
corrections in application
errors which could have caused
delays in the distribution of
funds. This is a service some
states are paying 10 per cent of
their revenue-sharing money to
receive.
Drake

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed r-planetary influences.
Good opportunities for advancement abound in your area
but you may have to search
them out yourself. Personal
interests highly favored.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tit4/k,
Tendencies to avoid now:
Undue suspicion of others,
groundless fears, a desire to
invade the privacy of others.
Concentrate on your own activities.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
In dealings with others, don't
resort to brevity or abruptness
of speech when full explanations are truly needed. Do
your best to really -communicate."
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Partnerships, business,
personal life generously influenced. You who take
responsibilities seriously have
great opportunities now, so
don't waste time on frivolity.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412Vi41:*
Fine solar aspects. Be on the
lookout for good leads, projects
witii substantial background.
Finances especially favored
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WC
'
Even if you do not accomplish
all that you set out to do, you
can make good strides if you
emphasize
your rugged,
buoyant spirit, and refuse to let
delays get you don.
LIBRA
.11.r1
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Note Virgo. Your influences
similar. Take temporary obstacles in stride. Stress your
philosophical side and your
cleverness in deduction to reach
satisfactory conclusions.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A good time for taking care of
small but vital requirements,
ffhoircths thw
otal
withoutew
iti efnfoec
e oto
tt
your
be
satisfactory. If you try, you can
surpass old records.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Alertness, reading between
the lines, will keep you on the
beam now. Be consistent in all
endeavors. Some new advantages indicated.
CAPRICORN
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) 11
Stellar influences excellent!
If any of your plans have been
stymied lately, THIS is the time
to try again! Imagination and
originality stimulated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A new approach may be
necessary in some areas, in
order to cope with some unusual
situations but day, on the whole,
stimulates incentive, can bring
advancement.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. NI
Decide how much you can and
should accomplish and stick to a
pertinent program. Overtaxing
your energies by taking on too
much will crowd you into a spot
where you cannot achieve in
any area.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great inner

er,4

Legs of El Greco's
'Sebastian' found

Name

City

abolishing unnecessary functions and strengthening needed
pregrants.
Governor Ford said that, with
the 'spiralling' expansion of
state government since the last
major reorganization in 1936,
efficiency, coordination and
policy determination have
become more difficult, at a loss
of timely services to the public.
"If reorganization is accomplished," said the governor,
"Kentuckians can expect improved services. There is a
wide-spread belief that we can
slow down the rapid growth of
state government, and do.more
with tax dollars now being
spent."

Spanish art experts believe
that the missing legs of an El
Greco masterpiece have been
found in the possession of a
Madrid art dealer who wants
to sell them to the F'rado Museum.
It is believed that sometime
in the last century someone
cut the painting in half to fit
into a frame and the legs were
discarded.

Hospital Report

strength, strong individuality
and the type of intellect which
marks you for leadership in
whatever field you choose as a
career. These fields are many.
With outstanding business
acumen and a feeling for
finance that almost amounts to
wizardry, you could reach the
top of the heap in either of these
areas. You have a powerful
imagination and could write
well; possibly have a talent for
art as well. Other fields in which
you could succeed: The theater,
the law, statesmanship and
diplomacy. Birthdate of:
Maxwell Anderson, Amer.
playwright.
•

•

•

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For a personal 140 page
forecast on health, wealth,
and
marriage sena ii 00 plus 25 cents in
co.n for postage ono narbollm to
Horoscope Book Department. 150x 173,
010 Chelsea Slatton. Hew York, 74
10011, rnentoon Ina thri newspaper
Pont your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP and DATE OF BIRTH lto be sure
too get tow oght forecast for your
1o0,ec suanj

December 11, 1972
ADULTS..%
NURSERY..2
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Alice Elaine Cope and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Fancy
Farm.
DISMISSALS
Bobby Ray Johnson, Box 678,
Murray, Mrs. Daytha Dawn
Outland, Route 5, Murray, John
Martin Bartholomy, 1610 Loch
Lomond, Murray, Richard
Alan Scott, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys Marie Sadler,
Route 1, Farmington, Youel Lee
Duncan, Route 2, Murray, Mrs.
Kathleen Louise Anderson,
Route 1, Dexter, Leston Lee
Adams, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Grace Tucker, Route 1, Murray,
Mrs. Mable Siress Schultz, 904
Olive Street, Murray, Mrs.
Essie Dee Carter, Box 151
Poplar Street, Murray.

Mistlel

The Office of Local govern- current waste and duplication
ment will assume this that annually cost the
state
responsibility, as well as many millions of dollars.
governments
helping local
In short, what this means is
develop their own programs. that anticipated increase
in
A second element of the governmental expenses
caused
Department of Finance and by ineviatble expansion—will
Administration, the Office of be absorbed by a inure
efficient
Policy and Management, iiietleel of operation.
combines the basic responTommy
Preston,
the
sibilities involved in budgeting governor's press
secretary,
and state planning.
cenipared the situation to a
This office will facilitate huge industry which,
despite
communicatiitn
between I light.). otilput, !luxe
workers
planners and bdaget personnel and increased sales,
finds its
,on both the stale and national peifits dwindline.
"The reason is that real
Another
benefit
of productivity is down so that
reorganization will be the industry tightens up all the way
cabinet structure itself. Since along the line," he said. "In the
each department is a segment same way,the state, while not a
if a pregram cabinet ef related profit maker, can increase
inerrests, meetings need only services i productivity) with the
involve the department heads same means of disposal."
concerned. In the past, all
But hew de the people know
department heads had to attend is hether the promise if
savings
all meetings and often listen to Mill ever materialize? When
policies that in no way involved will the public see tangible,
them.
di,llars-andcents results from
Under reorganization, related state
government
departments can be better reorganiz.ation?
inftirmed on the activities of
The situation can be comeach
preventing pared to a college football
other,
duplication and providing a program. The team starts
with
better delivery J services to the stminier drills, goes through
a
people.
shakedown period, then takes
The big question that con- the field lind plays a season.
cerns most people is one of Records aren't set, titles aren't
money. Will it cost more? Will won until the season is over
and
it save nionev?
ime-forinance can be rated.
"What I see," said Governor
The ultimate 'title' state
Ford, "is that we'll have the government seeks is a halt in
ability to provide additional rapidly rising costs and exservices, better services and pansion. Its game plan is better
quicker services to the people. nioney managentent—savings.
All for the same tax dollar."
But right now, state
The savings, he said, will reorganization
is in
a
CO11191 from
elimination ef shakedown period.

MU WRAY Olirget SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 753-9999
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rFANCY100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS

A truly outstanding selection! Two $
tones,
jacquards,
multi-colors,
tweeds-all 613" wide, on bolts. mav2_11ne wash & dry. Our Regular 53.99

White or Color
100% Polyester
0

3 Spools for

1 0;
35 yd. Spools

vr

PRINTED & SOLID

FLANNEL

99

4

Sew snuggly sleepers & robes.
45" wide, 100°,, cotton, machine
wash and dry. A gorgeous atsortment of solids & Prints)

YD.

yd.

YD

Our Regular 59- f

E
KNITS
Spectacular selection of ante's,
acetates,
acetates
& nylon
blends & jersey prints. Machine
wash & dry, 45'' wide in desi net
length S.
Values to 51.159 if on
Bol •

KNITS

THREAD

0

mu/

4

4

VELOUR

Cio

Y O.
$2
"

100% POLYESTER
0
0
0

DOUBLE KNITS
You'll be amazed at the selection and pleased with this
fabulously low price. 100', polyester. 60'' wide, on bolts
machine wash & dry, Derma press and no iron. Solid fall
& winter colors & some Patterns Come see this outstanding bargain'
PILLOWCASE

0

YD.
Our Regular
'2 99

PORTSWEAR

SATIN
for

Ideal
pillow cases, formals
and linings. Stain & crease resistant. 45" ide
on tubes

BOND

VELVET
We've reduced

the price. 100 percent
rai on facing with 100 percent cotton
!tack 15' wide and on bolts.

Our Regular
2.99 d.

YD.

NYLON NET

A galaxy of gorgeous colors! 100°,, nylon, machine washable. Create exciting fashions
with this popular holiday fabric.

Great savings on famous mill
bonded crepe. 85's acetate &
IS', nylon face with IOU'. acetate bond. ull bolts. 45" wide

44
4
4

99
Yll.

HOLIDAY FELT
A vibrant colorful collection of rayon & wool
felt. 12" wide and en bolts, Many holiday
Uses.

Our Regular
29' yd.

Our Regular
12.49 yd.

SIMULATED PEARLS

Assorted
Colors
Alh

Regular
for $
39' Strand 3

1 00

as. AL46.46.411IL AIL AL AL AL AL 4L
,

fabrifiel
FABRIC CENTERS

99

44
4
4

YD'

KEEpwEAR

FLEECE

Wide choice of both solids &
popular
prints. 45" wide, machine wash
dry. Made of nylon and Cotton. &
Alk 41116
•
ak 4111

99

y4

4116 IL

,

Daily
9-9

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 So. - Murray, Ky.

SUNDAY
12:30-6:30

Office H
9:00

Perfect for jumpsuits vests, hat
oants, pullovers and dresses.
50°.
acetate, 50°, nylon. Machine wash
& dry.

Our Regular
2.99 yd.

Bel-

4
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Mistletoe holds special
spot in Yuletide lore
By PATRICIA
LEE MURPHY
Copley News Service
What is mistletoe? It's legend, poetry, reality, the holy
and the unholy, the peace mediator, the "Golden Bough" of
Virgil, the ritual plant of the
Celtic Druids — but mostly
now the pearl berried Christmas greenery known as a universal license for kissing during the holiday season.
The recorded history of
mistletoe goes back 25 centuries. It appears in the background of nearly every religion and civilization, from the
days of the Egyptian pharaohs, when sprigs of the
green were placed in the
tombs to assure everlasting
life in the hereafter.
Probably the best known legends associated with mistletoe have to do with the Celtic
Druids' rituahstic culling of
the mysterious parasitic
plant, as reported by Pliny in
his "Natural History." The
Druids made quite a rite of
cutting down the sacred plant,
with the Archdruid catching it
in his flowing white robes, so
that it should not have its
mystical properties spoiled by
touching the ground.
It is probable that the custom of kissing under the mistletoe originated with the
Druids, for during their
winter solstice festivals,
sprigs of the green were hung
over the doorways of all
homes, with the idea that only
good could enter under it.
An old Norse legend tells of
how Balder, the sun god, was
slain by an arrow made from
mistletoe. The god of evil,
Loki, who had been out to get
Balder, discovered that Freya
ior Frigga queen of the gods
and loving mother of Balder,
had overlooked the insignificant mistletoe when extracting pledges from all of the elements,all animals and plants,
that they would do nothing to
harm the golden god.
With this knowledge, Loki
took up whittling, carved an
arrow from the mistletoe
plant, and — zing — one dead
sun god. Whereupon the gods
grit together and figured out a
way of bringing Balder back
to life. In converse commem-

10-6:30

oration of the occasion, Freya
proclaimed that mistletoe
should always be a symbol of
life and happiness.
+

+

+

In Taoist, Confucian, Hindu
and Moslem religions, mistletoe has played its role. And in
Judaism, the Star of David
has been shown in a field of
wheat sheaves, grape clusters
and mistletoe sprigs.
But nowhere has this winter
greenery played a greater
role than among Christians.
Medieval monks brewed a tea
from its bark, which was supposed to cast out devils. Renaissance churches were decorated with mistletoe at both
Christmas and Easter.
However, Martin Luther
and Oliver Cromwell, each in
his turn outlawed the dainty
plant as conducive to pagan
practices. It is not known
whether they ever realized
that trying to turn off mistletoe is like trying to turn off
people, but it is obvious that
their condemnation met with
no lasting success.
+

f

+

Aside from the myriad
myths and historical background, just what is mistletoe? A plant of a thousand varieties because, as a parasite,
it takes on the individual qualities of whatever tree it
chooses to call home. If it
grows on a coniferous tree, for
instance, its berries may be
pink and its leaves like pine
needles.
The mistletoe which grows
in abundance from North Carolina on down the eastern
coast of the United States is
commercially unsaleable, for
it has a rough, gnarled, masculine quality, as opposed to
the Central Texas variety,
yrhich is a delicate, feminine,
bright green plant with pearllike berries. There is some
mistletoe on the West Coast,
but not in sufficient quantities
to warrant any large scale
commercialization.
In spite of its fragile look,
Texas mistletoe takes on
from the mesquite and Span-

-I.
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Dr. H. C. Denham
Optometrist
Announces the

Opening
, of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday
Phone 753-4576

Closed All Day Thursday

By WILLIAM BRADFORD.
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Roadside signs that were
banned by a 1966 Kentucky law
finally have begun coming
down, with about 2,000 slated
for removal this month.
But the effect of the removal
of signs will be noticed mostly
in rural areas, State Highway
Department officials explained
at a news conference Monday.
The Highway Department has
been developing the program
since 1966 under state and federal laws.
Lumber framing and wood
George Asbury, in the departproducts in residential and
iiient's maintenance division,
other buildings can lessen the
said a goal has been set to redemand for energy requiremove 350 roadside signs by
ments in two ways.
Dec. 31 in each of six highway
First, it takes less energy to
districts for which federal fundproduce wood building proding has been approved.
ucts. And,second, wood is the
Those six districts, in which
best insulator of all structural
sign removals began Dec. 4,
building materials.
are the ones with headquarters
in Madisonville, Bowling Green,
Flentingsburg, Jackson and Manchester.
In another four districts
those with headquarters in
The risk of becoming a vicPaducah, Elizabethtown, Covtim of a serious crime has inington and Pikeville—the procreased 74 per cent since 1966.
gram is in the final stages leadThe rate of violent crimes in
1971 was 393 victims per
ing up to removal of signs, As100,000 inhabitants, up 9 per
bury said. He said the departcent, while property crimes
ment was "not quite ready for
had a rate of 2,514 offenses per
all the documentation" in the
100,000 inhabitants, an inLexington and Somerset discrease of 5 per cent over 1970
tricts.

Lumber framing helps
lessen energy needs

Risk of being victim
of crime up 14%

Old Santa has help
from ghosts, elves
Copley News Service
Lady ghosts in Italy, elves
in Scandinavia and wooden
shoes filled with hay in Holland all have one thing in
common — they are part of
the ways that people celebrate Christmas around the
world.
If you were able to fly
around the world on Christmas Eve, you would see dozens of odd and sometimes
amusing Christmas sights,
ranging from Scandinavian
Santas gobbling porridge as
they listen for the footsteps of
overanxious children to huge
candle-lit processions.
Christians of all sects, of
course, will be honoring the
birthday of Christ at Bethlehem.
An archbishop will lead the
traditional procession from
Jerusalem to Bethlehem on
Dec. 24. He will carry a statue
of the baby Christ, and be
flanked by altar boys and
singers and preceded by musicians.
Solemn High Mass will then
be celebrated at midnight in
Bethlehem's Church of St.
Catherine.
Roman Catholics will be
granted special permission to
enter the Greek Orthodox
Church of the Nativity, where
the site of Christ's birth is
marked by a marble and silver star.
faa.Around the world, various
countries will be celebrating

e
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Roadside Signs Finally Begin
Coming Down In Rural Kentucky

ish oak trees on which it
grows — a hardiness which
accounts for its holding up
through packaging, shipping
and merchandising throughout the country. These days
fresh mistletoe is mostly
shipped by air, and Love Field
at Dallas is piled high with
cartons of both packaged and
bulk mistletoe in the brief
weeks) shipping season.

rumsagmemosimosamouumimmung
For That Special
Christmas Gift .. .

ous mill
zetate
HP. ace5" wide.
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Christmas in their own ways.
In the United States, the
chubby figure of Santa Claus
will talk to children in hundreds of department stores,
promising them that, yes, he
will fly to them with presents,
carrying the gifts in a huge
sleigh drawn by reindeer.
Over in Holland, Saint Nicholas will bring gifts to all good
children who leave their
wooden shoes on their doorsteps. There's a catch,
though. The shoe must be
filled with hay for -"Sinterk laas"'horses.
Tome, an elf, is the Christmas gift-giver in most Scandinavian countries. Tome
must be appeased with a bowl
of porridge left on the doorstep. If he likes the porridge
and eats it all, he will give
many gifts.
Christmas is nearly three
weeks Icng in Latin American
countries. In Mexico, festivities, including many processions, begin on Dec. 16 and
continue until Christmas Eve.
If you were to fly to Mexico on
Dec. 24, though, you wouldn't
see any gift-giving. The official date for that is Jan. 6,
"little Christmas" or the
,Feast of the Epiphany
Epiphany, according to tradition, is the day that the
Three Wise Men visited the
Christ Child in Bethlehem.
In Italy, gifts are also distributed Jan. 6 by a mysterious but generous lady spirit
called Befarta .
In Englithd you'll find kissing under the mistletoe, plum
pudding and presents on
Chritmas Eve. The Twelfth
Night of Christmas, though,
finds a return of the celebrating complete with games and
feasting.
The Christmas tree comes
from Germany, where it was
originally associated with
pagen rites, and you'll find it
there still. Martin Dither is
credited with lighting the tree
to symbolize the light of love
which Christ brought to the
world.
And from Austria comes
one of the most beautiful of
Christmas carols, "Silent
Holy Night."
Merry Christmas.
QUALITY CONTROL
During a current affairs
lesson. a London school teacher recently asked his class
what they thought could be
done to improve recruitment
for the Prison Service. A 12year-old girl answered: "Get
a better class of prisoner."
NER OR K IUPII -- One
of every 111 persons in the
United States ha Stalli' degree
ot hearing hOSS. That etara'S
toI 21) mill'
According to the Natiimal
Health Surve). there are about
8.1 million persons vatii consider their hearing loss serious.
Health educators say the increasing age of the American
probahl
is the
greatest single factiw iii the
increased incidence .if hearing
loss. Changes connected v.ith
aging ran hurl hearing

Asbury said that, in commercial areas, any sign off the
right of way will be allowed as
long as it meets size, spacing
and lighting requirements.
Flashing lights will be prohibited on all signs, except these
providing public information,
such
as
the
time
or
temperature, he said. And all
signs will have to be anchored
to a permanent, substantial
base, he said.
At stores or gas stations in a
noncommercial area, Asbury
said, the state will allow one
sign bearing the name of the
facility to also advertise a commercial product. But Such product advertising will not be
allowed if there is another sign
bearing the store's name, he
said.
"For sale" or "for rent"
signs will be allowed on private
property when they refer to the
property on which they are located, he said.
Church or civic organization
signs that are in good repair
will be allowed to remain along
the highways for a while, he
said, but eventually they will
have to be placed on a "cluster" sign. Such signs will be at
a turn-off area so motorists can
stop to read them to obtain specific information, he added.
Russel Romine, director of
maintenance in the Highway
Department, said that agency
has been working on the program since 1966, keeping up
with federal deadlines stemming front the 1965 Federal Highway Beautification Act. Most
other states are about at the
saute level as Kentucky in that
program, he said.
Rornine said there were three
categories of billboards or signs
being used for the current program. They are:
—Legal,non-conforming, generalls: meaning signs which

ON THE

HOUSE

By ANDY LANG
were in existence when the law
AP Newsfeatures
went into effect in June 1966,
Use pliers to loosen the hex
but which are located at a site
where signs cannot be per- nut on a faucet stem and you're
mitted. The department will almost certain to damage the
chrome or
buy those signs, estimated to the fixture polished surface of
.
number 10,000 in Kentucky, and
That mistake — using pliers
reimburse the property owner for the loosening or tightening
who has been leasing the land. of nuts -- is repeated again and
—Legal and conforming, again in households everysigns which can remain where where. Pliers are for holding.
they are but for which owners wrenches for turning.
The most versatile of the
will have to obtain permits
from the Highway Department. wrenches used around the home
There will be no fee for the is the adjustable. so named because the jaws can be adjusted
permits for such signs, which to fit
any size nut within the
the department estimates will capacity of the particu
lar tool
come to 50,000.
Its one disadvantage is that its
—Illegal, signs which en- head is sometimes too large to
croach onto the highway right- manipulate properly in close
of-way, have been abandoned quarters.
An open-end wrench has a
or were built in nonconforming
areas after the law went into nonadjustable opening to fit a
effect in 1966 the department nut of a definite size, which
will either remove such signs means that you need an asitself or require the owners to sortment of them so that you
can match the wrench to the
do so; it estimates there are
job Most open-end wrenches
20,000 signs of this type along have openin
gs at both ends.
federal primary aid routes now. each of a different size. When
The program extends to signs one end of the wrench has an
within 660 feet of the right-of- open end and the other has a soway of federal aid highways. It called boxed end, a circular
does not affect signs along in- opening to grip the nut, the
terstate highways, which have wrench is known as a combeen under the control of other bination When the circular
openings are on both ends. you
laws for several years.
have
Officials at the news confer- wrencha box wrench. A box
holds a nut more seence would not comment fur- curely, is not
likely to slip
ther on the hiring of 48 "permit matter how much pressur no
e is
officers" around the state to
applied and sometimes can be
sue the permits for signs under used in cramped quarters
the program.
where an open-end wrench canSouse Republicans on the not be fully turned.
Socket wrenches have ends
State Personnel Board have
criticized the department for like box wrenches and usually
creating those positions out- come in sets. with different
side the merit system, whicn sizes of detachable sockets and
means persons filling them will handles They are especially
not to have take state exams. handy for working around autoSome of the first permit offi- mobiles and other kinds of
cers to be hired were promi- mechanized vehicles
Pipe wrenches are just that:
nent Democrats, including
wrenches for gripping and turnsome county campaign chair- ing
pipes. Like pliers, they will
man for Gov. Wendell Ford in cause
damage to nuts, bolts and
last year's gubernatorial cam- polished fixtures.
paign.
There literally are hundreds

•

,of other kinds of Wrenches.
each for a specific purpose.
Probably the most important
point in the use of a wrench is to
be certain that it fits tightly on
whatever it is to turn. If it is too
loose, it will round the corners
of the nut. Even more important, it may slip and cause
physical injury to the user.
A wrench should be pulled,
not pushed. If necessary, turn
the wrench over after each turn
of the nut or bolt. It will take
longer, but it will prevent slippage and, in the case of adjustable and pipe wrenches, it will
not put undue strain on the adjustable jaws.
(Sweating windows and
walls: and stubborn doors and
windows are among the 35 subjects discussed in Andy Lang's
handbook. "Practical Home
Repairs.- which can be obtained by sending $I to this newspaper in care of Box 5. Teaneck, N.J. 07666.1
WATCH ON METERS
Teams of plainclothes police are operating all over
London to combat "feeding"
of parking meters and other
abuses.

CATTLE AND
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
WE NEED MEN
IN THIS AREA.
Train to buy cattle,
sheep and hogs.
, m
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WESTERN MEAT PACKERS
TRAINING, INC.
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Here is an indispensable reference tool
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THE OFFICIAL ASSOCIATED PRES
S ALMANAC has the authority of the
world's largest news-gathering organi
zation oehind it. It contains up-to-theminute facts on sports, politics (all 1972 electi
on results are included), the arts,
history—and virtually every other field
of human knowledge. Nearly 1,000
pages in a large 6 by 91
/
2-inch format, The AP Almanac is one
of the least expensive one-volume reference books
available today_ You can obtain your
copy for only $1.50 plus 25 cents postage
through this newspaper.
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1 Two Women Nutritionists
Hired In State Prisons

Homeowners Again
Warned On Snow
Shoveling, Attacks

Chances
Christm

Pet lovers declare
war on dog farms
Animal welfare associations and individual dog lovers are banding together to
wipe out "puppy farms" that
are springing up throughout
the United States to meet the
huge demand for pure-bred
dogs.
The American Dog Owners
Association i eports scores of
instances where puppies are
confined in cramped, filthy
quarters, shipped in flimsy
vegetable crates and sold with
false pedigrees.
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Mrs. Brownell, a former employee at the Executive Inn and
St. Joseph's Infirmary in

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMENS
BOOTS
With the exception of one style . .
REGULAR $17.99 to $37.99

REDUCED 25%

0ff
Rper!cuel r

The above Boot Is Now $16.49
-Brown Suede

-Black Suede

-White Patent

-Black Patent

-Tan Suede
-Bone Patent

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

BURNETT',S
SHOES
Paris, Tenn,

MASTER CHARGE

BANK AMERICARD
*4'47.:Vcrg*r

Warden Black felt security
was the key problem but
arrangements were made for
Mrs. Brownell to be escorted
while walking to and from the
caTeteria. Not until the end of
her first full day of work did she
definitely decide to take the job.
By the end of the day I was
firmly convinced this was
where I wanted to be! There
was a lot to be done and I felt a
woman was the one who could
do it," she said.
Both women think people eat
with their eyes first and try to
make sure the food has proper
eye appeal.
"I believe we should present
as acceptable food as possible to
the residents,"
Both spend much time behind
the serving line, watching the
men come through. They
believe a frown or a smile says
lot. They also keep close
watch in the scraping room
where they can see what food is
rejected.
Neither woman expressed
any fear while on the job, nor
have they experienced any
major problems.
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Chances Sli For White Income Tax Year-Round Task For The Farmers
Christmas In Kentucky
LEXIGTON, KY.—If you are
dreaming of a white Christmas
such as Grandpa used to tell
about, the chances of your
dream coming true range from
about six percent in the extreme
western end of the state to 10-20
percent over most of the rest of
Kentucky.
These percentages, according
to A. B. Elarn, Jr., climatologist
for Kentucky at the National
Weather Service Office,
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, are based on
snowfall records kept for many
years. He emphasizes, also,
that these are probabilities, not
forecasts, and warns against
snow enthusiasts setting their
hopes too high. Records of
white Christmases past indicate
that such meteorological events
are not usual occurrences in the
Commonwealth.
In the past 23 years, says
Elam, there have been only
seven Christmas Days with any
significant snow cover over

Salesmen
ust Register
or Each SMe
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
agazine and kook salesmen
iust register witH local authorties each time they work a
rticular county, the Kentucky
ttorney General's office adises.
Asst. Atty. Gen. David Vaneventer said the intent of a
972 state law requiring such
ction would not be fulfilled by
a one-time registration.
• "It should be kept in mind
that the type of sales involved
In KRS the 1972 law) have historically been subjected to
great abuse by unscrupulous
salesmen," Vandeventer said.
"KRS 367.510 is intended to not
ably force the fly-by-night operator to 'legitimize' himself and
techniques by leaving bewith the local authorities
name, his description, and
automobile registration, but
. to give the coosumer a
nvenient means of checking
to see if the particular salesman at his door is lawfully caring on business.
"For this reason," he contin"it is necessary for the apopriate authorities under
RS 367.510 to be aware of the
me, the physical description,
the automobile registration and
the telephone number of any
salesman in their area.''
The opinion was requested by
Mrs. Cavita B. Olive of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce.

t
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LEXINGTON, KY.—When
income tax time arrives for
Kentucky farmers next March
Kentucky—and all seven of 1, it will probably hit a little
these circumstances occurred harder than usual.
"Many Kentucky farmers
during the past 12 years.
In 1960 and 1963, there was a will likely be caught off-guard
snow cover of one inch or more this year, having larger tax
over most or all of the state. In payments than they expect,"
1961 and 1962, snow cover was says Ronald W. Todd, Exlimited chiefly to the south and tension specialist in Farm
southeast. And, in 1966, snow Business Analysis with the
cover was general except for University of Kentucky College
'latch of the Bluegrass region of Agriculture.
Todd says 1972 has been one of
and the northeast:
In 1969, snowfall on Christmas the best farm production years
in recent times, and prices have
Day was general
and the
heaviest since the 1930's. Snow generally been ideal. Increased
cover ranged from one to six
inches over the greater part of
Kentucky and probably was
mach deeper in the higher
elevations of the southeast. On
December 25, 1970, some snow
fell in most sections of the state
in the afternoon and evening
DETROIT—The Motor
with up to two inches in parts of
Vehicle Manufacturers
the eastern third.
Christmas Day last year was Association has introduced an
snowless. Rather, it was a all-new model of its annual
cloudy, drizzly day with tem- statistical handbook,
peratures averaging from 10 to Automobile Facts &Figures.
The larger size and new
20 degrees above normal. As a
matter of fact, except in the dimensions of the 88-page
higher elevati)ns of the publication present statistics on
southeast, there was little snow motor vehicle production and
at all in Kentucky during the registration, owners and use,
entire month of December—less and economic impact. Inthan in any December since terpretive text has been introduced to complement a
1940.
So for those dreaming— wealth of graphs, charts and
(11'
longing—for a white tables in outlining both vehicle
Christmas, and for others who related issues and trends.
The books reports that the
would just as soon see it green,
these are the probabilities 1971 calendar year was the best
based on records of years past, in history for. productioq„and
Elam says,
This form of retail sale of motor trucks,
precipitation might be present fourth best in car production
this Christmas—and then again and second best in car sales. It
also points out that 85 per cent
it might not.
As December 25 approaches, of cars now in use are equipped
you can be more certain by with one or more emission
U.S.
watching for extended outlooks, control systems;
and then the daily weather households not owning cars
forecasts.
The National having dropped to 20 percent
Weather Service prepares these while those with two or more in
from current weather ob- use have risen to 30 percent;
servations,
which
are and motor use taxes account for
periodically revised to take 19 percent of all state tax
later information and changing revenues.
Combinations of text and
conditions into account.
graphics in the new format
provide insight into auto testing
and quality control programs,
makeup of auto trips, the
progress and problems in
traffic safety, and the impact of
motor vehicles on the nation's.A Croydon, England,family economic welfare.
often used to eat leaves from
Among the many interesting
10 plants grown in the back
points made in the book are:
garden from seeds sent to
—a new car purchase
them from Jamaica thinking
requires 27 percent less of a
they were "some kind of spin- family's
annual income than 20
ach."
years ago;
They found out different
—road mileage has increased
when police arrested the
father, C.ecil Samuels, for un- only 18 percent in the last 50
lawfully growing marijuana. years while vehicle travel has
He was acquitted, but said, risen 1800 percent;
—the
average
vehicle
"This has really shocked me.
My wife cooked the leaves all traveled more than 10,000 miles
in 1971;
the time."
—the average age of cars in

participation in the feed-grain need for tax management, when
program is also likely to in- actually your net income may
be the highest in several years.
crease income, because the
As the end of the year appayment will be included in 1972
income, whereas a crop might proaches and you face the
be stored. Participating in the prospect of higher income
program also cuts deductible tax,you may think more about
the benefits of income tax
crop production expenses.
management, Todd points out.
The rate of debt retirement is Income tax management infaster than usual this year, volves using business practices
according to the UK specialist. that will permit maximizing
He says that if you are making long-run profits and, at the
an extra effort to pay off debts, same time, reducing income tax
you may not think too much payments to the minimum
about tax planning and allowed by law.
management. When your bank
"Efficient income
tax
balance is low you may feel no management is a continuous
process—not something you do
in desperation on December
29," says Todd. "It should begin
early in the year to be effective."
Todd feels tax management
should begin with a close look at
inventories at the beginning of
the year. Many farmers do not
use is nearly 5.7 years.
take end-of-year inventories,
Designed as a ready but
Todd
says these are
reference for writers and
essential to good income tax
speakers, government, civic
management. A comparison of
and business leaders and others
such inventories for the past
with a professional interest in few
years and a problem and
motor vehicle use, 60,000 copies
price expectation for the
of the book will be distributed
current year makes it possible
starting this week. Copies also
to predict the income range
are being sent to public and
)low, medium, or high) you can
college libraries.
expect for the upcoming year.
With this range in mind, it is
A sister publication, Motor
Truck Facts, will be published fairly easy to make adnext spring to present year-end justments throughout the year
totals and other pertinent in- as conditions change from
formation on commercial earlier expectations. The
analysis can be detailed, or a
vehicles.
siniple mental survey
can
be made periodically. Todd
GENERATOR THEFTS
recommends making a quarThreats of a power strike in terly tally of income and exEngland were blamed by po- penses and a final tally around
lice officials for an increase in the end of the year. This allows
the thefts of mobile electricity you to make plans on the basis
generators.
of exact information.

Facts on Cars Contained
In Newly Pu blished Book

"For most farmers, the
major objective in tax planning
is to equalize the income flow
over lime," Todd points out. "If
year-to-year fluctuations are
minimized then the income tax
burden will also be minimized."
The UK specialist says the
time to make a final analysis of
the income situation is on late
December, when the total
picture can be seen. To do this,
you will need: (1) copies of the
last three or four years' income
tax returns, 12) a schedule F
form filled out after totaling the
current record book (an
estimate of income and expenses for the remainder of the
current year should be included)(3) a projected end-ofyear inventory of all crops and
livestock,(4) a rough estimate
of next year's income, and )5)
an up-to-date depreciation
schedule.
Using the schedule F with the
current year's depreciation, net
income can be compared with
that of prebious years to see
how much it is fluctuating from
normal. The next step is to
check expectations for next
year. If the variation is small,
your tax management during
the year has probably been good
and no major adjustments need
to be made. But if this year's
net income is very high or very
low relative to the past and to a
projection of the following year,
then you should take corrective
action.
When such action is needed,
Todd recommends a visit to
your accountant or tax consultant. He can provide help on
technical points that will permit
long-run tax minimization and
still keep you in good standing
with the Internal Revenue
Service.

Environmentalists Force
Abandonment Of Project
By WILLIAM L. CHAZE
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA, Ga.(AP) — Environmental groups have forced
abandonment of a mammoth
dam project in North Carolina,
suspension of work on a
Tennessee dam and gone to
court over another.
Despite protests, however,
work continues on more than a
dozen other big Southern dam
projects.
The controversy over dam
construction has, in many
cases, pitted environmentalists
seeking to preserve scenic
areas against local businessmen who have been told the
dams will mean an economic
bonanza for them in recreation
dollars.
"We've been told by the Department of the Interior that
the dam planned near here
would return $1.50 to the area
for each $1 spent on construction," said Leon Smith, a weekly newspaper editor in
Thomaston, Ga.
The opposing viewpoint was
expressed by Ron Miles, also of
Thomaston, who said the preservation of the Flint River "is
infinitely more valuable to this
and future generations than
any proposal made to date."
The Army Corps of Engineers
proposes to build three Flint
River dams, one near scenic
Pine Mountain, about 80 miles
southwest of Atlanta. A stretch
of the swift-flowing Flint popular with canoeists would become part of a 16,000-acre lake
whose waters could create
hydroelectric power.
The corps' Georgia projects,
totaling more than $135 million

Radio Shaek

GREEN DOG HUNT
Nottingham, England, police ended their search for a
green dog recently when they
found and returned the terrier, who had played with a bottle of dye, to its bemused owners.

•

NOW AVAILABLE

The '73 Equipment Catalog, Ask For Your Copy At
Any Radio Shack Store!

Toyland is Open•

a. GENIE BOTTLE')
KNOWS ALL!

Family mistakenly eats
marijuana as spinach ,

at present, have encountered a
storm of criticism from conservation groups, such as the
Flint River Preservation Assn.,
but none has yet been halted in
court.
An environmental suit did delay the start of construction on
the corps' $431 million
Tennessee-Tornbiglee
Waterway project, which would
provide a navigable waterway
front the Gulf of Mexico to the
Tennessee River. The federal
courts finally accepted the
corps' environmental impact
statement and ground has been
broken.
A $53 million corps New Hope
flood control darn near Moncure, N. C., has been under
constant attack by environmentalists, but the agency thus far
has not been restrained from
proceeding. The project is
about 20 per cent complete.
Several other big dams are
under construction in North
Carolina and South Carolina.
The Tennessee Valley Authority TVA has encountered considerable trouble from environmentalists in North Carolina as
well as Tennessee. The agency
has been in the dam building
business since 1933 when it began work on its first Clinch
River dam, 25 miles north of
the home office in Knoxville.

495r

C. BILLY WIZARD
AUTOMOBILE LAB!

d. MOTORIZED
ERECTORA SET!

595

995

b. EXCLUSIVE
COMPUTER CAR!

395
0
1
1
a. Genie Bottle: endless hours of "telling" fun Ask questions —
seconds later magic window lights up with answer! 60-2324
b. Computer Car: battery operated — performs spectacular driving maneuvers! 60-2373
Automobile Lab: includes work mg steering
c. Billy Wizard
mechanism and brake system, and 3 SQ. tfariSMISSIOn! 60-2280
d. Erector': youngsters can Design! Build! and Operate! various
models. Battery* motor adds realism! 60-2101
e. Radio and Broadcaster: includes mike, phones. loudspeaker
and all parts for building radio. 60-2276

45.95
b.

Fir

L Control Center bectrorecs Set
— 20 protects to buad 60-2320

FOR CHRISTMAS HAPPINESS
NEW TREASURE FINDER

Easy Credit
Convenience!

ONION
111111113

HOURS:

on. thru Thur.

id Sat.
ay

8-8

14 K
GOLD

14K
GOLD

Save 20% on your diamonds

Look for treasure! Find buried
coins' Locate lost
jewelry! Take it along
for adventurous outings'
Treasure Finder detects
practically any kind of
metal up to 6 inches Underground It has a specially-designed Faraday sheild for maximum sensrtrvity. Hermeticallysealed coil for 100% SAFE operation Assembled — not a kit
60-3001

-9

"CUDDLY PUPS"

c‘50 easy experiments let you play games against
the computer or opponent, do math calculations,
Predict weather, diagnose illness, and count
les other operations 28-199

279
'

Radio lhaek-

YOUR COMPLETE TOYLAND HEADQUARTERS THIS YEAR ...
North 12th Extended
753-7100

Paris, Tann.

995 to 1495
Ibi

29"

Murray McKenzie Jewelry

1-5

>A;NIVAir
.

e.

These soft. huggable stuffed anift411% have a me
odious transistor radro hidden inside Oefinktely
a gitt that's sure to srf" sove you' all year round

ed *
NG s

GOLD

$9.95

Illk

A STUFFED MUSIC MENAGERIE!

FOR CREATIVE MINDS OF ALL AGES

SOMEONE SPECIAL DESERVES DIAMONDS

14K

a Electric BUILD-IT Set -- makes
over 30 pfojects 60.2318

$3.95
d.
DIGITAL CLECTRONIC
COMPUTER KIT!

Your love will be symbolized forever
by a beautiful diamond. See our
outstanding selection...

phone. 60-2263

d. Billy Blastoff. — 7 ;mice co"
structron set 60-1032
we osree•

$5.95

til Christmas

•
•

e. Crystal Radio St — sett
powered crystals with head

B Weather Station — a complete
forecastiiva facility. 60-2267

right

rees and

RADIO AND
BROADCASTER!

LAYAWAY NOW FOR TOP TOY SELECTIONS—ELECTRIFYING FUN FROM RADIO SHACK!

$12.95(
a•

When you know
it's for keeps

e. TRANSISTOR

}

Pr..
,..,...1 to ate.. deUal Todr-Maell Reg

MURRAY

AUTHORIZED SALES C-ENTER
Siqht 8. Sound Sales A Service
Benton,
577 9900
80 Main Street

Closed Sunday

Open Daily 10 to 9 P.M.
'Batteries not included.
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Kills the germs that cause
rs.
bad breath, lasts for hou
Qt Bottle, 32-oz.

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Limit 2 Please

Asst Styles and
Colors

24"x36" Size

Sizes 5-20
Values to
59.95

SCATTER
RUGS

7-Piece Mirro Colormade

COOKWARE SET
•Teflon II
Reg.
•Poppy Red
•Avocado '13.99

$527

'easy to read lighted
dial.

$sp27

COLEMAN
CATALYTIC

L•_

hirIM

HEATER
Model 512A700

Ct-»

mg:
3500 BTU

it

Reg. '20.87

P

TIES

1799

Asst Colors

Model 606

Saturday, Decei
p.m. 1610 Fume
The following ite
sale:
Real nice livi
chairs, bedroom
room suit, Tar
kitche
range,
Kelvinator refrig
heaters, cooking
naughahyde livir
window fan, oh
radio, teir top
pictures, real old
machine, beds,
drawers, window
hand painted la
lamp, pink Se gr
dinner pot, lanter
dinner bell, TV.,
Sale held insidr
weather. Not resr
di accident.
Wayne Wilsor
Charles Thomps
Auctioneer.
Frii
Auction
)ecember 15, sel
urday Decemb
ess hazardous
est Broadway,
yfield Resale C
of furniture
mess and will
es of antique
stands, not
st, dressers,
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ng table, an
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din nickel plat
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ctric Singer so
die sewing in
Ily new triple
ster, group of I
ps, fireplace sr
ines, dishes
, cooking t
ous small i
tt, owner,
Shoemaker

SERVICES 0

HAULING DOD
garbage in co
prices. Also ne'
sidences haute
ed. Phone 753-74

SPECIALIZE
AN
COMPOSITIO
PER CON5
Building and
Phone

MALL WORLD

307 N. 4th

RADIO, TE
SMALL Al
SALES &
SPECIALIZINC
ADIO REPAI

Model 606BJ $6497

$297

AUCTION

Or

by Shakespeare
ALL AT WHOLESALE
PRICES

77
$
Ideal for Christmas Giving!

SEPTIC TAN1.
hoe work, Pt
753-5933.

$6197

Model 52
Wonder Troll $2997
BOYS

GIRLS

SKI
PAJAMAS

SLACKS
Sizes 7-14

BLONDI

Prices from

1 57
Sizes 3-8

Asst. Colors and Styles

Springfield .22 Automatic

* SHOE DEPARTMENT *
Special Selection!

Mens

SOUEASIPrices to '9.87 CSAH

500

Asst Styles $
Now

• is to in in si air

A

781

Your Choice

TROLLING
MOTOR

MEN'S
DOUBLE KNIT

Many Colors &
Styles
,)

Choice of 10
Double Edge
Blades
Or 11 Injector Blades
Reg. '1.69 ea.

99

SKILLET SET
•84'2" Skillet
$111 47
•10" Skillet

Reg. '6.95

GIFT
SETS

TUNGSTEN
STEEL
BLADES

- 7TUNGSTEN STEEL

Corningware Gourmet

JEANS

INFANT

•••••
•
•
Cal
•
• 753-1'
•
•
•••••

*
POOR OLE DAD *
R
FO
LS
IA
EC
SP
S
* * CHRISTMA
"
"The Last One Thought Of

LADIES
BRUSHED
DENIM

$697

7—," .
,
INIje cT

Choice of Gentle,
Regular or Super

°

N$

1
1
4
s
r
ipiAlrif,

HOME PERMANENTS

Reg. '1.44

Now

Reg. '8.87

11 296

with FREE 98' Fuel
Reg. '3.95 sale$ 1

DRESSES

Sizes 28-36
Many Colors & Styles

Model No.

VU-TANE LIGHTER

LADIES

JEANS

Untangles
without a
dry! Smooth, setable hair,
big or little
creme rinse. Perfect for
girls. Unsnarls painlessly.

PAGE THIRTEE

$296

Reg. '4.50

1400.$
Scripto

*
* CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

MEN'S CORDUROY

white, pink or blue.

ChairOinMsecBonds, wet or

ANTISEPTIC

Gift Set
2-oz, Spray
Mist and
i 4-oz.
Dusting Powder

Sculptured
close,
edge slanted shaving head for
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e
n
c
r
i
r
o
a
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c
cgoromofmorintagb. leBluegi ltainndhguhntd. e

Northern Untangler

LISTERINE

ody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
Come In And See Why Everyb

ELECTR
4
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-?p touSH
---k716
*V.
con r shape. Double-

s,70.0 $ 1 1 99
Model LS8. sRie

NI
•I

I

14, 1972

LADIES FUZZY

r

HOUSE
SLIPPERS

aill**214

VAN WYCK DELUXE
ELECTRIC

DRINK MIXER
$827
Reg. '12.99 -

97a!
Sizes
510

Asst. colors

RIFLE

with 4-Power Scope

Reg. 141.97

Reg. '9.97

$699

THE P
VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC
HEAVY DUTY

VAN WYCK
ELECTRIC

Portable Mixer

3797

Carving Knife

$999
Reg. '12.99
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THE WANT ADS

AUCTION SALE

96

ANTIQUE BRICK two level
home, walkout basement, four FOUR BEDROOM ranch style
bedrooms, two baths, large house, $16,000.00..Phone Robert
Family room, garage, paved N. Butler, 753-8590.
D19P
drive, trees, and shrubs.
Available February. Phone 7538731.
D16C 4

iN

TIC

ER
A700

99
425E499

leman

OVE

12-14 7.7;O2
N
ALTOS FOR SALE

PARKER FORD, Inc.

HAULING DONE; including
bage in county. Lowest
(es. Also newspapers from
idences hauled free, if bunPhone 753-7450.
D20C

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control,phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "very day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC

YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
We clean septic tanks, grease
traps, all kinds of waste
disposals. Phone Mayfield 2477048.
December21C

Shop at Home
FREE
ESTIMATE

Bill Houghton

SPECIALIZES US WOOD
AND
COMPOSITION ROOFING
753-0961
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
Building and remodeling.
Phone 354-6567
FOR THE finest FM stereo
reception,
subscribe
to
Cablevision. 10 static free FM
MALL *Milt)ELECTRONICS
stations are available for your
307 N. 4th 753-6091
listening pleasure. Call Murray
RADIO, TELEVISION,
Cablevision 753-5005.
D14C
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
PECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
A010 REPAIR

Phone 753-5273

ANUIS

neral Electric

I

DON'T THINK

ru-rFakIOODSTOCK,
ABOUT SANTA
..CLAV5

PAUSE IN YOUR CHRISTMAS RUSH AND THINK of the
lasting joy this choice 3 bedroom brick home will give your
family. Nice carpets, lovely drapes, radiant ceiling heat and
transferable loan with monthly payments of $89. Even
Scrooge would say at $19,000, "this is the buy of a lifetime."

Ir5 KIND OF 5AP AT
04R15TMASTIME TO SE A
NO50241 SAD.

IF YOU HURRY YOU CAN PUT A DEED IN YOUR
STOCKING to this new 3 bedroom frame overlooking big
backyard with large trees. Home features dining room, Pt
baths and very pretty carpets. No where else but Tucker's do
you have such an opportunity at $17,500.
•

BLON DIE
BLONDIE,
WILL YOU
PLEASE
ANSWER T/4E
PHONE?

IT'S

OR You,
DAGWOOO

WELL, GINO OUT"
WI-I0 IT IS AND
I'LL CALL 71-1EhA BACK
WNEN Pia NOT
SO BUSY

COLONIAL CHARM ON DUDLEY - - Two story brick home
with four bedrooms, 2,a baths, large living room, dining
room, kitchen with everything and two car garage. Needs to
be seen to really appreciate.

FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, LOCATED in quite
surroundings. Two well planned bedrooms upstairs - - ideal for
boys
who need an extra large bath. Family room with
fireplace,
living room, dining room and plenty storage in the kitchen.
All this located on Broad Street.
FOUR EYES ARE BETTER THAN TWO. Bring your wife, it
has all the eye wants. A brand new 3 bedroom, 2 bath, large
fully equipped kitchen, a 2 car garage and you can be in by
Christmas. It's on South 9th Street.

THE PHANTOM

WATERFRONT CABIN with all the goodies-boatdockfireplace, great view-best fishing on the lake. It has built in
range, refrigerator, water system, 119' of water front.
Must
see to appreciate!
HOMES OUTSIDE THE CITY
4 MILES WEST OF MURRAY. Adorable 3 bedroom brick
home with 2 baths, formal dining, den, carpets, drapes, very
modern kitchen with stove,
dishwasher, disposal,
refrigerator. Located on 1 acre of land and only 3 years old
This home is truly a good deal at $26,900.
I DVELY COMFORTABLE HOME with room for a horse or
chickens. This white brick 3 bedroom home has 5 acres of
land included in the excellent price of $21,500. House was
built in 1966 by fellow who planned to live there permanently.
Has real nice kitchen and den. Your family will like living
here. It is only about 4 miles from Kentucky Lake.
GROVE HEIGHTS. GOOD HOME, good price. 3 bedroom
brick in real nice subdivision. Storm doors and windows,
carpets, drapes, carport, and large lot. Ideal area to raise
children.

APARTMENT HOUSE WITH 3 furnished
apartments
Monthly income of $195.00 per month. Start
building your
estate now. Can be yours for $15,000.

HANG YOUR CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT on this front door,
already painted red on Kirkwood Drive. Three bedrooms, 2
full baths, large, large, large den with fireplace and living
room. Extra storage space behind the house, plus two car
carport.

PIANO LESSONS given by
doctoral candidate in your own
home. Call 753-4399.
D16P

LAKE PROPERTY

$16,500 WILL BUY YOU THIS 3 BEDROOM frame home on
a quiet street. Attractive kitchen has range and oven, and
disposal. Carpets, drapes and lots of closets. Fenced in back
yard completes picture. Look today .

ONE OF MURRAY'S OUTSTANDING TWO STORY,
professionally decorated homes-scenic lot with trees-4
bedrooms, 2 complete baths, all conveniences in the kitchen,
patio, circle driveway-well landscaped, shown by appointment only

Phone 753-5273

753-1607
753-7638

COMMERCIAL & INCOME

THIS 3 BEDROOM BRICK HAS 5L4 PERCENT LOAN for
$9400 that can be transferred. Complete your shopping list by
checking with us. Don't delay-the 25th is only 14 shopping
days away. Total cost of home $18,500.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

home phone
Ron Talent
C. Bailey Hendricks

WHY WAIT FOR SANTA. HE COULDN'T BRING YOU a
prettier 2 bedroom home. Fireplace in living room, range
and refrigerator stays in spotless kitchen. You will like this
home.

LARGE HOME ON LOCUST DRIVE with extra
income
feature. Main house has four bedrooms and two baths, large
living room and kitchen. Apartment has kitchen,
one
bedroom and large living room, perfect for the parent
that
needs to live close, but not with. Investigate this value!

3797

nife
999

GIVE SANTA A CHANGE OF ADDRESS NOTICE—Buy
this lovely 3 bedroom,
bath horne for only $25,000 and be
there long before Christmas. Plenty to cheer you the year
round with central heat and air, carpets, range and oven,
refrigerator, washer and draperies all waiting for you. Beat
the Christmas rush to this lovely.

Was ,f1.3.41er Now $1175°
'

AKER

4 WYCK
E CT R IC
IVY DUTY

THE UNIQUELY DIFFERENT charming home on Dudley
Drive offers 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, large living area, fully
equipped kitchen with separate eating area, and a 2 car
garage. For the person that wants charm, convenience, yet
the touch of something different, call and we'll look this one
over.

2 door sedan. A local sharp car, dark blue with
hite interior. Practically new tires.

SANTA CLAO NEVER 13RIN645
PRESENTS 10 M4( NONDESCRIPT,
N3I:5324f OIRD5

Associates
753-4910
753-8958

IT'S FREE!!! Our time that is, to show you this lovely
3
bedroom brick in Sherwood Forest. It's a quality home on one
of the prettiest lots in town. It has all the extra's too,
so if
you're in the market for a new home, don't let someone else
buy it before you have a chance.

Pre-Christmas Special
1970 VW

COFFEE
odel No. F92
akes 8 Cups

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

SERVICES OFFERED
PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 7534712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Guild.
TFC also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. cc 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Piambing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
753-7625 nights.
TFC Installation or rework. No job too
FREE'ESTIMATE on septic tank big or too small. Call for estimate
January4P
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC 436-2159, Jim.

MAKE CHRISTMAS reserSEPTIC TANK cleaning, back vations now. Poodle and dog Will baby sit in my home day or
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp grooming. Contact Connie Lampe night. Phone 753-6573, Mrs.
D15C West
D16C
753-5933.
TFC at 753-4551 or 436-2173.

BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
building, Sharp Street, near city
park, shopping center, city
school, hospital, university .
Phone 606-549-2494.
TFC

Phone 753-4342

VA LOANS, no down payment
for qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltine.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
FOR ALL your additions: Mobile Home, 3900 South Beltine
remodeling, residential or Highway, Paducah, Ky.,443DISC
commercial. New or old. Free 6150.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

Corner of 7th & Main

THREE BEDROOM doublewide, only 14595.00, Bill's Mobile
Homes, South Beltline Highway,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 4436150.
D16C

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

•
•

163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
base, only $26,000, call owner,
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC

75"

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TUCKER REALTOR

CITY HOMES

-$71.94.2 soWs26

SERVICES OFFERED

BY OWNER: Two bedroom
frame with utility. Stove and
refrigerator included. Good
location. Phone 753-3221 after
5:00p.m.
D14C

REAL 1MA'TE FOR SALE

Apartment House

I3Y OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC

C527" 1972 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER
Road Runner 2 door hard top, med. blue with V-8
engine. AT.-P.S. and wide oval tires with raised
letters. A local 10,000 mile car. Spare tire has
never been used. Some factory warranty
remains.Was•

Corner of 7th & Main

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Nobody Knows Murray Like

AUTOS FOR SALE

Pre-Christmas Special

WAY

By Owner

5 Apts. Completely
Furnished
•Good Income
•Permanent Renters
•Priced Reasonable
for Quick Sale
Phone 753-1257

ST665

coil :

LOOKING AHEAD!!

FOR SALE

Wayne Wilson Auctioneer,
Charles Thompson Apprentice
4uctioneer.
D16C
Auction
Friday
night,
december 15, seven-. p.m. and
urday December 16, ten a.m.
less hazardous driving, 213
est Broadway, Mayfield, Ky.
yfield Resale Center is going
of furniture and gift item
Mess and will sell several
es of antique furniture, two
sh stands, not marble top,
est, dressers, Queen Anne
uch and chairs, cane back and
es, 50 inch round oak rope leg
ng table, another antique
ble and chairs,oak and iron bed
ad, two glass show cases,
adin nickel plated lamp with
imney, carved night stands,
pictures, and frames, group
bedroom and dining sets,
tional couches, portable
tric Singer sewing machine,
die sewing machine, pracIly new triple receipt cash
ter, group of beautiful table
ps, fireplace set, TVs chairs,
rifles, dishes, depression
, cooking utensils, and
rous small items. Ronnie
tt, owner, Douglas and
_Shoemaker in charge of
1TC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Saturday, December 16, at 1:00
p.m. 1610 Farmer, Murray, Ky
The following items will be for
sale:
Real nice living room suit,
chairs, bedroom suit, breakfast
room suit, Tappan ' Electric
range,
kitchen
cabinets,
Kelvinator refrigerator, electric
heaters, cooking utensils, churn,
naughahyde living room suit,
window fan, old wood trunk
radio, teir top table, lamps,
pictures, real old dresser, sewing
machine, beds, old chest of
drawers, window air condition,
nand painted lamps, kerosine
lamp, pink & green glassware,
dinner pot, lantern, dated No. 1,
dinner bell, TV., record player.
Sale held inside regardless of
weather. Not responsible in case
of accident.

•

753-1916•
•
•
(S•01190.00.404141*****40.4,40.000.4
,
41.4, 4104141
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WANT EVERYTHING? Range, refrigerator, dishwasher.
compactor, washer and dryer, plus an almost new 3 bedroom
brick with den that has a fireplace, 2 baths, and plenty of
closet space. Then give us a call and we'll take you to
Sherwood Forest.
aAYING IT'S A BARGAIN DOESN'T MAKE IT SO, but if
you'll drive by 1509 Belmont, you'll see one! Where else will
you find a beautiful home with a well landscaped lawn, a
fenced backyard, central heat and air, 3 bedrooms, P.2 baths
quality home for less than $21,000'
WE'RE SANTA'S HELPERS—WORKING TO SELL this 3
bedroom frame home at 405 S. llth St. Buy it for only $8000,
add a little paint and you will have a real neat little home.
YOU WILL LIKE THE DECORATING IN THIS urnE Pa
story frame home on 6th St. Close to downtown. Three
bedrooms,carpets,drapes- all included for only $12,800. Call
for appointment.

DUPLEX ON WISWELL ROAD only 2 years old. Brick, with
little or no upkeep. Central heat and air, 2 bedrooms, modern
kitchen with built in ranges, carpets, storm doors and windows, and rented at the present time. Driveways are paved
and place is in top notch shape. Price? $27,000.
MANY APARTMENTS! Lots of income! Good price! 9
apartments, all rented and furnished. Students love them.
Nothing unusual to have a waiting list for renters. You will
love them too when you count your income each month. Come
by the office at 502 Maple for additional information about
this property.

COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON North 6th St. Lot is 100 x 185
Building is brick with hot water radiator type heat. One of the
best heating systems you can get. Interior walls are
plastered. This can be bought for $29,000. Look it over.
compare with todays cost of building, then buy it and count
your good fortunes for getting so much for so little.

•

ACREAGE
100 ACRES OF tillable land-strictly top farm land-available
now.

18 ACRES-200 feet outside city limits. Approximately 350 ft.
road frontage. Call for appointent to see this excellent
location.
85 ACRES-In the I3ackusburg area. Both timber and bottom
land. This farm is well priced.
ADJOINS T.V.A. LAND—ALL WOODED-30 ACRES just a
short distance from Little Oaks. Great for a secluded retreat
Can be bought right.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED A SMALL FARM but have
never found the right one? Then take a look at this 40 acre
farm about 21a miles north of Kirksey has about 25 acres
tillable land. Creek flows through property. New fence on 2
sides. Has old house, well, and several outbuildings. It's a
steal at only $8,500.00.
INVEST IN this excellent location
to have your own hog
farm, near Pottertown on blacktop.
52 acres in total. 29 acres
conditioned for raising hogs.
CYPRESS CREEK area - 15 acres on paved road near
Kentucky Lake-$2,500.

LOTS
CHAPEL HILL - Gatesborough - Kingswood - Sherwood
Forrest - Dudley Street - Richland - Pine Bluff Shores Panorama - Lakeway Shores - Cypress Creek.
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Call
753-1916
NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT
BEDROOM MOBILE home.
Electric or fuel heat. Small quiet
court.Water and garbage pickup.
furnished. $70.00 per month. Call
TFC
75343216 after 5:00 pm'.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, bedroom, bath and
kitchen. Private entrance and
drive. Utilities paid. Phone 7530141
5619.

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.--first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Fired
Western Dark
Tobacco Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
3 BEDROOM brick house. New.l
decorated. Utility and storage
space. $125.00 per month. Phone
018(
436-5580.
APARTMENTS FOR 3 or 4 1
College boys at 711 Chestnut.
014('
Phone 753-6546.
DUPLEX. TWO bedrooms,
furnished, electric heat. Also 12'
x 55' house trailer, electric heat,
2,2 miles from city limits. Phone
D16C
753-5998.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South Ifith Street, 753December14C
6609.
NEW THREE bedroom brick
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot.
TFC
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
MOBILE HOMES. One 8' x 40'
two-bedroom, all electric $48.00
per month. Available now. One
10' x 50', all electric. Available
December 21st. Phone 489D16C
2595.
NEWLY LARGE nice furnished
apartment. „Married couple or
sick. May be seen at Kellys
Pest Control, located 100 S. 13th
St.
D16C
NICE ONE bedroom furnished
apartment. Lots of cabinets, all
electric. Located next to White
Hall. Adjoining MSU campus.
Couples only. Phone 753D16C
805-

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

''''‘,.-1"w_..01P.OrAOreros!%."Rle\`'at-WoolsOrar _
FOR SALE

OWENS
FOOD
MARKET
Phone 753-4682

1409 Main Street

From 1 Week to Weaning Age
.
For Further Information

Hours: 9:00 til 5:00 Monday thn• Saturday
SADDLE-POCKET
ACT III

PANT SUITS
$199$

OPEN SUNDAY 8-8

JEANS on0799
P.OLYESTER

for your shopping convenience until
Christmas.
Be Sure To ORDER YOUR

* Pit Baked Ham
* Bar-B-Que Shoulder
N W !!
for Christmas
AUTOS FOR SALE

SLACKS $699

BLOUSES
by Shapley $399

DENIM

BUSH
$995
LONG SKIRTS JACKETS
LOTS OF

HANG TEN

Kay Windsor
Butte Knitt
Jonathan Logan

Below Wholesale Prices/

CORDUROY and VELVET

DRESSES

JEANS
$499

Pre-Christmas Special
(lm-1970 FORD GRAN TORINO

Was :349're

Novi

31 7500

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Phone 753-5273

Corner of 7th &Main

1968 CAPRICE, two door, power 1967 CHEVROLET custom
steering and brakes-factory air, pickup,6 cylinder, straight shift,
vinyl roof, new tires and sharp. low mileage. Phone Jerry Mc51200.00. 753-6422. D15C Coy, 49241837 or after 6:00 p.m.
DISC
753-3045.
1967 DODGE pick-up, red with
WAGON,
black top. V-8 straight shift. 1965 RAMBLER
Perfect condition. 753-3712 after 6 automatic, excellent condition,
DISC 7,000 miles on new motor. $500.00.
p.m.
D14P
Phone 753-7745.

CHRISTMA
& SEIM

Phone 489-2161
•Ax# Is•rde

k

After 5:00 p.m.

FIBERGLASS PANEIS, name 8 PIGS for sale. Phone 753-6210
DIGC
brand factory seconds, ideal for after 4 p.m.
patios, carports, storage houses,
Spinet pianos..
fences, trailer skirts, as low as .08 USED BALDWIN
Used )
organs.
Baldwin
Used
per square foot. Plexiglas for
pianos. Lonardo
storm windows, doors, and Baldwin grand
across from'
combine cabs, as low as .50 per Piano Company,
D15C
Tenn.
Paris,
Post
Office,
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
901-587-2420, Martin, Tenn. Open
6 days a week. 25 selections of ONE IT of Cherry lumber I 7504
::
paneling from $2.85 to $7.90 per to 800 feet I. Will sell only by the
sheet. New and used money safes lot for $265.00. Phone 753D16C 8479.
for sale.
D16C

LIONS
CLUB

Running out of ideas for those unique Christmas
Gifts?
THEN COME TO
Aurora, Ky.,

THE HITCHING
POST

Phone 474-2266

Open 9:00-5:00 Weekdays

Radio
Auction
on
WNE

Thur.. Dec. 14

Open at Noon on Sunday
-Bathroom Accessories
-Woodenware
- Jewelry
-I973 Calendar Towels
-Toys for Children
-Bourbon Candy

Pre-Christmas Special
1967 PONTIAC CATALINA

"
lbStation wagon. Light brown with P.S.-P.B.
factory air. Plenty of room for the family or
things.
Nows675oo

Was ,Viiikr°

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Corner of 7th & Main

Phone 753-5273

HELP WANTED

The SILENT GUARD It

MALE or FEMALE; positions
open for full time day, full time
night. Must be neat clean and 18.
Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
D20C
Chef.

SEARS BEST 4-PLY

SALF-SMAN TO travel western
Kentucky and western Tennessee, calling on farm stores,
selling livestock supplies for
leading distributor. Earnings
should average $12,000 to $15,000
per year. Car furnished and
expenses paid by company.
Applicants must have 'sella%
experience in this or related
fields. Send resume to P.O. Box
3097, Knoxville,Tenn. 39717. D14C

NON-BELTED TIRE
•

40

Sof of 4 tir•s starts m low as $40.60
plus $1.61 F. E. T. psi' tire for Sears
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 sizo.

Sears (01111011Murray,
Sales Rffite
y.
Southside Shopping Center

CABLEVISION INSTALLATION
for only 99 cents. What an outstanding Christmas gift for yout
family. Call Murray Cablevisiol
at 753-5005 before Dec. 22 and
take advantage of this exciting
offer.
D22C •

- Stocking Stuffers

FREE GIFT WRAP

Land Surveyor

RUMMAGE
SALE

Local engineering firm
has opening for qualified
1971
VOLKSWAGON-Sound,
person having experience
1
BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS
clean, one-owner, Super-Beetle, 1966 RAMBLER American two
in land surveying field as
PARTIES with us now27,000 miles. This is a good car, door, 6 cylinder, straight shift.
Rodnian-Chainman. Phone
TWO ROOM trailer, 10 feet wide, $1600.00. Gilbertsville 362Clean, reasonably priced.
Many good dates to choose
DI4P
753-8050 or send Resume to
furnished. Electric heat. $30.00 4348.
from-U.S. 641 South 753D18P 8537 after 5:30.
per month. Call 753-6920. North of
P.O. Box 422 Murray, Ky.
4953
Triangle Inn
42071
Almo.
D16C
Gift Suggestions
THE RED Geranium Christmas
Dog or cat Baskets
botique, located 2 miles West of .11) ANN Sliger Thorn is now
2 BEDROOM trailer, newly
NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Dog sweaters, collars
Barkley Lodge on Hwy. 68 will be employed at Sue's Beauty Salon.
decorated and carpeted. Phone
Murray area. Company car
bones, toys
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 1 mile east of Murray on Hwy. 94.
753-2748.
D16C
furnished for business and
daily for those who wish to give She invites her fiends and,
pleasure. Group hospital and life 3 FORMALS. Size 12. Call 753C23" 1969 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS
the most discriminating of giftcustomers to call her. 753NICE 10'x 51' air-conditioned two
Corner
of
4th
&
Elm
insurance, retirement paid 100 8026.
2 door hard top. Dark green with green vinyl roof
D22NC 8268.
D16C
D14C
bedroom trailer located in
IPCP.1110041111.0411•11100411•104Pill per cent by company. $8,000 to
P.S.-P.B.-A.T. and factory air. A sharp low
Universitv Heights Trailer Park.
LARGEST
VARSIETY
of
pistols
mileage local car.
$12,000
first
year
potential.
Must
00
oe Doran sings St plays in
Phone 753-6406 or 753-1566. D16P
have previous sales experience in Kentucky. No increase in
)ur back dining room
Was.W46' Now 1950
or sales aptitude.Interviews will prices. Country Boy Stores,
turday evening. 2 shows,
CARD OF THANKS
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or Army Surplus, 9 miles from
to 7 & 8 to 9 p.m.
Our Speed Feedin' Cafeteria Line Feeds You
on Saturday if necessary. Call Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky__
Phone
753-5273
Corner
of
7th
&Main
I would like to take this opTriangle Inn
Fine In A Lot Less Time or If you want to dine
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect 117 and 164. Open Sunday until
portunity to thank each of you for
DISC
for appointment.
& dine at complete ease, sit right down and
TFC 4:00p.m.
your kindness during the illness
order
from
our
menus
please.
(breakfast
or
and death of my beloved
TEXAS REFINERY Corp. offers
1966 RAMBLER American
FOR RENT
dinner).
husband, Alvin C. Burton.
opportunity for high income
Station Wagon. 6 cylinder,
A special thanks to Dr. John NICE 2 bedroom furnished automatic. Good condition. Call
PLUS cash bonuses and conCALL
Quertermous for his faithful apartment, electric heat, carvention trips to mature man in
D18C Country 8 Western
after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
services and effort to make him peted and air-conditioned. Just
About Our
Murray area. Regardless of
Band
U.S. 641 at Sycamore
Phone 753-4953 experience,
comfortable. To the nurses on the became available. Reasonable. 1968 V.W. BUG. Burned job, some
air mail D. K. Pate,
Friday Night...
second floor of Murray Hospital Apply at 1414 Vine.
Aluminum Sheets
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box
1)15C sheet metal. Bumpers and
for your concern and kindness
BRASS
RING
711, Fort Worth,Texas
running gear o.k. $75.00: Six room
Have
you
joined
shown to both of us.
GIVE A Wig for Christmas. Only
76101.
DI4P
TWO BEDROOM trailer on floor furnace, like new $100.00.
aturday Night...
each
the 8 to 10
To Bro. Gerald Owen)for his private lot with storage shed, Phone 436-5519.
left. All Brunette $25. each. Call
4
D16P
MEN-SAY
-SHUNS
faithful visits and words of three miles east of town on High
DI4P
753-0961.
Club
EXPERIENCE
SEWING
comfort which made our time of 280, Potertown Road. Couples 1959 FORD, good running conThe Ledger & Times
machine mechanic, would
sorrow easier to bear. To the only. Call 753-8854 after 6 p.m.
dition. $95.00 Phone 436consider a retired man a few
CONTROL
PEST
choir of Sugar Creek Church for DISC
103 N. 4th Street
016P
5800.
months. Call 247-2464 days or 623the beautiful songs. To each
'DO"Like The
Murray, Ky.
4664 nights, collect.
019C
;ierson Who visited, called, sent
WANT TO BUY
Gift
Big Boys Do!
a
Give
HOME sprayed foi
AVERAGE
30'
x
50'
BUILDING
located
at
404
Phone 753-1916
flowers, food, and to each one
GO
$15.00. Six month guarantee. Ni
who remembered me in their N. 4th St. For auto work. Phone
EisfGINEER, responsible
CIVIL
Lives
That
monthly contract required
753-8901.
D16C
AMPEG AMP
prayers.
for contractor ITrapartmenil and
Choose from tropical
Superior Exterminating
(Like The Rolling Stone)
A special thanks to the J. H.
med. shopping centers. From
Gerbils, Guinea
fish,
MUSIC
Company. Phone 753BOUGHT WEEKLY
Home BEAUTIFUL spacious Valarah
Funeral
Churchill
mice,
breaking to turn key
Parakeets,
Great
L:round
pigs,
4
Lifetime
January
I
IC
7266.
with
a
especially to Kenny Imes and Lee Apartments, S. 16th. Unsound
Monday through Friday at
turtles.
Guarantee construction. No material cost.
Pianos -Organs
Tommy Walker for their sincere furnished, modern. 2 bedroom.
my home on Highway 641, 3
source of supply and how to
only at
See
why more people buy
Carpeted, dishwasher.
and dedicated service.
FOUND
LOST
&
miles south of Murray.
handle material. Designed
Wurlitzer than any other
engineer with proven conCHUCK'S
May God bless each of you who refrigerator, stove, garbage
piano Sales-Service Rental
Corner of 4th & Elm
.struction background. Must be
Music Center
shared your love and concern disposal, air-conditioned. $150.00 DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
purchase Practice piano and
IF YOU can't find anything to
studios
J&B Music Center,
1411
supervision.
per
753-3865
or
mon
month.
753without
to
work
able
with me.
give your family for Christmas,
Murray, Ky. 753 7575
D20(
Phone 753-3375
ITC 4974.
Salary $18,000,car expense
Euva C. Burton
amminumilimmok why not try giving cablevision"
DISC
Rest assured it will be very much
WANT TO BUY 800 Bales of hay,
PIANO
TUNING-- Repair.
appreciated. Sign up, before
preferably delivered. Call 753IF YOU twit help deciding on a rebuilding. Prompt expert serreceive your
December
22
and
3619 or 753-7400.
DI
Christmas gift for your family vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
installation for only 99 cents. Call
Murray Cablevision is at your pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
MANAGER FOR warehouse and Murray Cablevision at 753-5005
179FORD MAVRICK
service. Sign up for Cablevision Murray. Kentucky. Phone 753(
Istoday.
D22C
4 door sedan white with tan vinyl roof. A local
shipping salary. $10,000 to
before December 22 and receive 8911.
2 door sedan. A local one owner car with 13,000
Decernber28C
9,000 mile car with P.S.-A.T.-factory air and V-8
D16C
$12,000 fee paid.
your Installation for only 99
miles. With a little car like this you don't have to
new
Engine.
Sold
in
July
of
this
year
for
$3350.00.
cents. Call Murray Cablevision at
Put-Put-Put-t-t-t, you can Pinto.
Music Lessons
tow s259500
H 0 MODEL race car set and 10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
753-5005 today.
022C
'1
7
50"
Was
124141'
Professional teachers of
Was :14.91 Now
used router. Phone 753-8838. D16(' stations that can be found by
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
installing an FM outlet to your
accordion, drums and band
existing
cablevision
installation.
the
for
ROUTE CARRIERS
instruments .1 & B Music
-WANT TO BUY old furniture,
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273
Phone 753-5273
Center, Murray, Ky. 753.
Corner of 7th & Main
Courier Journal. Call 753attic junk, or anything of value. Call Murray Cablevision, 753757%
5005.
Dl4C
1)16C
7116.
Phone 436-2135.
December28C

6:30 p m -

Don't Forget
Your Pet at
Christmas!

Phone 753-9011
or 153-9014

Pre-Christmas Special

427 S. 8th
Sat
7:30-5 p.m.

FISH NET

Your Choice

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Blue Marlin

TRIANGLE INN

25'

For Christmas

FURS

•

FISH NET

Pre-Christmas Special

Pre-Christmas Special

1972

1972 FORD PINTO

PARKER FORD, Inc.

1

PARKER FORD, Inc.

- SPEC!

on Famous Mo
Component St:
Morse automata
machine cabine
25 year guaran
payment and ea
YOU PA
Drive a little an
less at...

DISCOUNT

Hazel, Ky.
We Deily

Christmas Colors $1099

at BARGAIN PRICES!

2 door hard top. Gold with brown vinyl roof. P.S.P.B. and factory air. Local one owner
automobile with 13.000 miles.
$

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS

Puryear, Tennessee

COTTON

Will Be

AUTOS FOR SALE

641 BARGAIN CENTER

WEEKEND SA1
solid walnut bed an
dresser, $25.00 off
rocker,$25.00 off an
rocker, icebox g
washstand, picture
Lots of glass. All i
treasured Chris
Collectors Cornor,
next to fairgrou
Hood,Irene Ray.
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Sell it With A Classified Ad

75C371116

75C:11916

•
0•
•
1141041,

FOR SALE

ing Age
0 p.M.
Phone 753-6210
DIGC .
Spinet pianos..
organs. Used
ianos. I.onardo';
, across from'
DI5C.-0
Tenn.
rry lumber i 7
sell only by
one 753D1

FOR SALE

TAPE RECORDER. Been used 4 BIRD DOGS - Give that young
times. One record player. Phone hunter a beautiful pointer puppy
D16P for Christmas. Phone 753-5233
435-4483.
D15P
after 6:00 p.m.
5 PIGS, 9 weeks old. $100.00
D16P
Phone 436-2167.
Magic Chef electric range,
Coldspot refrigerator, Frigidaire
2 WESTERN saddles, one with dishwasher, shallow well pump
padded seat. Call 436-2113 after 5 and tank, chrome table and six
DISC chairs. Phone 437-4766 after four
D14C
p.m.
all
GUTTERS-SEARS
aluminum seamless gutters
installed on your home by our
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
D14C
estimate.

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE
- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES on Famous Morse and Electrophonic Console and
Component Stereo Sets
Morse automatic sewing machines & Halmark sewing
machine cabinets.
25 year guarantee on all new sewing machines. No down
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store.

When you have company
Forget all the fuss
Bring 'ern to the Triangle
Leave the work up to us.
Triangle Inn

Ph. 492-8812

We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell

cial
INA
S -P B.
fly or
500

Inc.

ne 753-5273

WEEKEND SALE, $125.00 off
solid walnut bed and marble top
dresser, $25.00 off stagecoach
rocker, $25.00 off antique Bamboo
rocker, icebox good condition,
bowl.
washstand, picture and
Lots of glass. All items would be
treasured Christmas gifts.
Collectors Cornor, Hwy. 121 N.
next to fairgrounds. Annette
D16C
Hood,Irene Ray.

ANTIQUE EDISON cylinder MAKE beaten down carpet nap
phonograph, in good playing at doorways bright and fluffy
condition. A few cylinders also again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
Included. Phone 753-9458. D14C Bela ire Shopping Center. D16C
14' FIBERGLASS boat with 40
H.P. Johnson motor and good
014C
trailer. Phone 753-9813.

FOR SALE
Pro-model bass fishing
boat with 65 H.P Mercury
motor, all 1972 models.
Trolling motor and trailer.
Phone 753-2386.

HOG FEEDERS for sale. Call
D19C
after 5:00 p.m. 489-2691.

.0\

CHECK WITH US FOR THOSE SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS!!

ub

9 MONTH OLD male English
Pointer. Excellent hunting stock.
Write Allan Parsons, Box 468,
D15P
University Station.

that adjusts to all carpets by being an upright
and a hose type cleaner too.
Phone 767-6295 for FREE Demonstration

MOBILE HOME, 10'x47', two
bedrooms, air conditioned, underpenned, older model, but very
clean. Located Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. Phone 753D14C
8934.

Dunn's TV, Furniture
and Appliance
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

A SHAG
RUG SPECIALIST

AIR-CONDITIONER, Frigidaire
new, 18,000 BTU,and a GA-.
like
SET OF World Book En- 641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
electric stove. Must sell,
4-burner
cyclopedia, 3 years old. Com- tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
call 753-5818
Cockers.
and
yearbooks. toy Poodle puppies
plete with all
Like new. Phone 753-5401. D14C Phone 753-1862 or 753COMPLY WITH Federal law on
December23C slow moving vehicles. Fanny
9457.
10 GALLON and 5 gallon
Flags for sale at cost. Limited
D15C
aquarium, with stand. Fully
supply. Phone 753-5602.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS
equipped. Phone 753-8260. D18C
SPECIAL
FIREWOOD for sale, free
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.
TFC
BABYS CAR bed-$5.00, infant set
delivery. Phone 753-8078.
and rocker, infant clothing sizes Giant Coke or Pepsi. Reg. Zit
5 cents
2-9 Mo. Baby Swing.$5.00. D14C
PECANS. Phone 489-2416 betDISC
TRIANGLE INN
ween 4 p.m. and 6 p.m,
organs
and
i3ALDWIN PIANOS
1962 10x52 Liberty Mobile Home.
Rent to purchase plan. Lollard° BANTAM CHICKENS, various
All electric. Extra nice. Call 474Company, across from colors. Good layers or good to
Piano
TFC
2789.
1TP
MSC eat. Phone 753-3984.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.

* Bumper Pool Table
* Card Table
* Dining Table
- Ideal for Trailers We Also Have In Stock
SLATE BED REGULATION
POOL TABLES

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER

,IRBY Vq

HAY 800 Bales. 1st Classs
Timothy and Red Clover. Call
753-2318.
D16C

3 TABLES IN 1

A.K.C. REGISTERED Tiny Toy
Poodle puppies. Phone 753D16P
6379.

Drive a little and save a lot becaiise you'll get the best for
less at...

SCHNARZER
MINIATURE
puppies. AKC registered, top in
non -shed
personality,
reasonable. Phone MelodyAyers Kennels 901-247-3345
Dl9C
Buchanan.

A Perfect Christmas Gift. . .

GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
Pointer, Irish setter, Llewelyn
setter. phone 753-7585
D18C
evening.

Just Arrived!

YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.

Hazel, Ky.

ELECTRIC ENTERPRIZE
cookstove. Real reasonable.
D14C
Phone 753-4597.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Phone 753-3037

FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
10 static free FM stations are
available for your listening
pleasure. For more information
call Murray Cablevision 753December 14C
5005.

19 INCH portable RCA t.v. with
roll about cart. Cheap. Also
Timothy Hay. Phone 435-4981 or
D16C
753-8109.
FIVE PIGS,Nobel L. Hurt, phone
D16P
474-2301.

`41 GUARD II

BEST 4-PLY
ELTED TIRE
3040

Mt littrItitelitteretto tolltt gni

tolo4 Sales Qffics

Say
i40
Panda
Transistor

As
Low
As

$8500

TAPE RECORDER
Special

$2495

Low Price
With Bonus Offer 3 Blank
Cassette Tapes FREE!!

Ilusit Lessons
lessional teachers of
io, organ, voice, guitar,
irdion. drums and band
Aiments J 8 B Music
'er, Murray, Ky
753.

Reg. '42.95
Our
Price

While They Last!

Special
at

CAR STEREO
8 Track
Model C915
Reg. '39.95

$2888
00
$9995
While They Last!

$3295

It's
a
RADIO!

Save '10.001!

in Blue or Black

STEREO
in

O $2777

Ball & Chain

TRANSISTOR RADIO
Special Price

Astrex 200

STEREO

$995

JVC- 9"

CURTIS-MATHES
18" Black & White

Maple
with big AM/FM Radio,
Turntable
8 Track Tape Deck.

PORTABLE TV
Reg. '139.95

speco $295
Compare at 55.95

$ 124

"$21 995
Save S40.001!

Holds 12 8 Track or
36 Cassette Tapes.

Special at

Reg. '259.95

•

AM
HEADHUGGER

RADIO
HEADPHONES
They $ 1 295
wh"e

Last!

Save '7.00!

For
Grownups
and

Save '15.00
C-TONE

TV

(Automatic)

Children

Transistor

4

With

'

Digital

Price

$5495

It's
PRIVATE
Its
RTABLE

TAPE CADDY

Videosphere

Radio

TUNING -Repairing. Prompt expert set
years experience. Rebuilt
for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
y. Kentucky. Phone 753December28C

00"

Curtis-Mathes

Special

why more people buy
itzer than any other
Sales Service Rental
o
hase Practice piano and
los J88 Music Center.
ray, Ky. 753-7575

RADIO

TAPE PLAYER

mum Sheets

anos -Organs

$795

Includes 8 Track Car Stereo,
Home Adaptor and 4 Speakers.

Audiovox

•

About Our

MUSIC

DIGITAL CLOCK

Car &
Home
Unit

TP-800

in Red, White or Blue

Ledger & Times
3 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
one 753-1916

Regular '14"
Stewart

Portable 8 Track

I

111111111111.P

AM RADIO

CALL

25( each

Igo

Audivox

Calculator

Model No

VARSIETY of pistols
ky. No increase in
ountry Boy Stores,
plus, 9 miles from
lie, Junction Kentuck,y„_
64. Open Sunday until
(MC

cett trItt 153411 ft Itto ttett!tiNct tritte IturtlItter tit It cer tto

.

Rapid Mam 800

MMAGE
SALE

LS. Size 12. Call 753D14C

reortrIttocett tre)(ettItto

Pocket
Size

Murray, KY
hopping Center

7 S. 8th
Sat
0-5 p.m.

In,

* THESE PRICES CAN'T BE MATCHED AT ANY DISCOUNT HOUSE *

arts os low as $40,60
tiro For Soon
p•r.
DEP in 6.00-13

N INSTALLATION
nts. What an outistmas gift for youL
Murray Cablevisioll
before Dec. 22 and
ge of this exciting
D22C-

Itt

$

1 5995

Remember: We Service What We Sell!!

RADIO

Triumph

AM RADIO
Model 202
List '16.95

Save 55
SPECIAL $
PRICE

1 1 95

STEREO
No, 5170

Compare at 55.95
Only

$395

TV SERVICE CENTER

All speed with dust cover
and 2 Speakers.
Reg. 539.95
While
They
Last

$2888

POKER
PLAYING
GAMES
Small Amount to Sell

$395

Open Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m. - Sundays 1-6 p.

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5865
Near the Kroger Store in Central Shopping Center
cettltotittlittitottratcrittettittittitttetttetteltecrottelettelttreottottottectrettreltettlittettlttilttottotertt
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Saboteurs Set Off
Chain Reaction In
Ammunition Supply

Reidland Student To
Present Recital At
University Tonight

Nixon Given Hard Choices Seen & Heard .. Miller Takes Solid
After Uncompleted Pact
Lead In UMW Ballot
I Continued from Page 1 /

Steve. Byerly, son of Mr. and
WASHINGTON lATh - HenMrs. Prince Byerly, Paducah, ry
A. Kissinger's return with a
will present a piano recital at
Vietnam pact still uncompleted
7:00 p.m. tonight in the Price
apparently presents President
SAIGON ( AP) - Two sap- ceilings came down. People out Doyle Recital Hall at Murray Nixon today with some hard
pers blew up an anununition early flung themselves to the State University,
choices on how to reach a
Mr. Byerly was named first peace
dump seven miles southeast of ground, fearing the city was
agreement.
runner-up at the recent
Saigon early today, rocking the under a rocket attack.
Nixon
met with his muchcapital with a chain reaction of
The Saigon command report- statewide piano contest spontraveled
adviser,
who returned
sored
by
Kentucky
the
Music
massive blasts that shattered ed a total of 69 enemy attacks
Association
in shortly before midnight Wedwindows in the city.
across the country from 6 air'. Teachers
Twelve hours after the first Wednesday to 6 a.m. Thursday, Leuisville, by Irwin Freudlich, nesday from nine days of arexplosion, 1,000 tons of shells, all but eight of them by shell- widely-known pianist, teacher duous bargaining in Paris with
Hanoi's IR Due tho.
the author.
siiiall arms ammunition ing.
Kissinger had no comment
He
is
a
senior
honor
student
at
and napalm were still detonatGround action was generally
ing. Tall columns of black light but there was fighting all Reidland High School. He has upon arriving at Andrews Air
Force Base beyond telling
smoke blurred the sky.
day Wednesday near the Par- studied piano with Miss
newsmen he hopes to meet with
Virginia
Paducah,
Jackson
of
"There's nothing we can do rot's Beak region of Cambodia.
to control it," said a South Government rnilitamen en- and cturently is studying with them sometime after reporting
Vietnamese officer sheltering in gaged North Vietnam's 271st Russell Terhune, member of the to the President.
The White House left open
a ditch outside the big Thanh Regiment and reported 32 piano faculty at Murray State
the possibility that Kissinger
Tuy Ha Depot. •'We've just got North Vietnamese killed and University.
The program will include two might journey once more to
to let it blow itself out."
seven captured. Government
The two saboteurs were casualties were three killed and sonatas by Scarlatti, the South Vietnam to try to line up
spotted and fired on, but they seven wounded, the Saigon "l'empest" Sonata by Bet- a reluctant President Nguyen
thoven, Suite Pour le Piano by Van Thieu on the proposed
apparently escaped. They left command said.
behind time charges that went
U.S. B52s kept up their bomb- Debussy and Suite for Piano by cease-fire accord.
Kissinger also could return to
off four hours later.
ing in North and South Vietnam Nerinan Dello Joie.
The public is invited. There Paris at some point, according
A spokesman for the Saigon with about 35 strikes North
to a terse announcement issued
command said only four sol- Vietnam and nearly 40 in the will be no admission charge.
here and by Kissinger in Paris
diers were wounded by the ex- South between noon Wednesday
after a final six-hour session
plosions. Four civilians were and 6 ant., today, the U.S.
with The ended in the usual
cut by flying glass in Saigon.
ci-ontittand announced.
cordial handshakes.
One section of the dump ex(Continued from Page I)
As the presidential aide put
ploded and caused a chain reListed below are the number it, he and
Tho "will remain in
action which destrbyed several
of essays from each school and contact
through messages, and
other sections," said the
first, second, and third place
we will then decide. whether a
spokesman. Although other mil- Service Dec. 14, 1972
winners in each school.
further meeting is necessary
itary sources said about 15,000 Market
Report
includes
Kirksey-114 essays; Everett
and when."
tons of ammunition were stored 9 buying stations
Dale Hart, first; Teresa
The White House remained
the
in
dump, the spokesman Receipts: Act. 737 Est. 700 McKinney,second; Karen Lynn
silent on the causes for delay in
said only 1,000 tons were de- Barrows and Gilts fully to 50 Edwards, third.
stroyed. The storage bunkers cents lower Sows steady
Lynn Grove-88 essays:
are separated by steel, con- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 31.25-31.75 Chuck Williams, first; Perry
crete and sandbags.
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 30.50-31.25 Sims, second; Gail SmotherThe dump is situated in open US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 29.75-30.50 man, third.
country in an abandoned rub- US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 29.00-29.75
Almo-70 essays: Tammy
ber plantation on the opposite Sows
Feltner, first; Cresti Bucy,
side of the river from Saigon.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 24.00-25.00 second; Allen Jones, third.
Several massive explosions US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 23.00-24.00
New Concord-39 essays:
shattered windows of shops and US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00, Johnny Brinkley, first; Tammy
hotels on the riverfront. Doors few down to 21.00.
Lax, second; Reginna Bean,
PARIS AP) - The United
were blown off their hinges and Boars 20.00-21.00.
third.
States threw its support today
Calloway County High-45 behind President Nguyen Van
essasy : Patty Campbell, first; Thieu's Christmas peace packDiane Shelton. second; Owen age and accused North Vietnam of using "high-pressure"
ROCHESTER, N.Y. . AP o-Presidential aide Henry A.
Garrison, third.
Kissinger has been named "Kraut Character of the Year," by the
Hazel-10 essays: Lisa tactics in an attempt to impose
National Kraut Packers Association.
Mathis,
first;
James an incomplete settlement.
As the United States presentGaillimore, second; Conda
Calling Kissinger a "colorful character in many ways," the
ed its view at the semipublic
Stubblefield, third.
group said -his name is constantly being assaciated with world
Murray Middle School-One peace talks, the North Vietnaleaders as well as a long string of lovely lathes."
mese announced that Le Due
essay; Emily Byrn
The first, second and third Tho, who has been negotiating
The kraut packers group, holding its annual convention here,
place winners in each school with Henry A. Kissinger, was
said Wednesday it will send Kissinger a one-year supply of
will receive $5, $3, and $2, returning shortly to Hanoi.
sauerkraut.
respectively,from the Calloway
The North Vietnamese gave
WASHINGTON (APi-C,athleen Douglas, wife of U.S. Justice
County soil Conservation
no
exact date for the departure
William 0. Douglas. has passed the District of Columbia bar
District.
of the Politburo member. Tho's
examination and lost a bet with her husband.
All first, second, and third
place winners in each school decision to leave indicated that
The Committee on Admissionsrnof the D.C. Court of Appeals
will receive their awards in the in Hanoi's view there was nothannounced Wednesday that Mrs. Douglas, 29, was one of 557 who
ing left to discuss with Kissinmail.
passed the exams and qualified to practice law in the district.
Douglas told the Washington Star-News that his wife had been
-sure she had flunked." "But I bet her $100 to her El that she
would pass." he added.

Lisa Mathis...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

a Vietnam settlement which
had seemed imminent with Kissinger's Oct.- 26 "peace is at
hand" statement. A high administration official cautioned
against predicting how soon an
accord might be reached.
Front the brief public statements and other sources, however, it appears that Nixon's
options include:
- Trying to wrap up a peace
deal oon the basis of what Kissinger and Tho already have
negotiated, with a U.S. signing
in mind whether or not Thieu's
objections are overcome.
-Sending another special
mission to Saigon to try to persuade Thieu,who has been putting up stiff Objections to the
nine-point draft settlement.
-Returning Kissinger to
Paris to seek further modifications from the North
Vietnamese, who according to
inside accounts were very
tough at the bargaining table
during the last round.
Kissinger left behind in Paris
a technical delegation headed
by Ambassador William J. Porter, chief U.S. negotiator at the
weekly semi-public talks, and
including William H. Sullivan,
the State Department's top
Southeast Asian expert.
They are to continue meeting
with a North Vietnamese group
led by Xuan Thuy, Porter's opposite number.

U.S. Lends Support
To Christmas Peace

People In The News

CAPETOWN,South Africa tAP 1-Police said today an African
has been arrested for the hit-an-run accident that sent heart
surgeon Christiaan Barnard and his pregnant wife, Barbara, to
the hospital.
The couple, expecting their second child, were reported in
satisfactory condition and Mrs. Barnard's pregnancy safe. They
were knocked down Wednesday and were treated for chest and
back injuries at Groote Schuur Hospital, where Barnard five
years ago this month made the first heart transplant.
A police spokesman said earlier it was "just a coincidence" that
the car that allegedly knocked the Barnard's down was registered
in the doctor's home town, Beaufort West, 300 miles east of Cape
Town.
Barnard announced last week that he would never to return
there after the local newspaper published criticism of his plan to
run for parliament as an antigovernment candidate.

Kentucky Roundup
WASHINGTON o AP o-The Greater Cincinnati Airport, in
Kentucky's Kenton County, has received a $3.4 million grant from
the Federal Aviation Administration for a major improvement
program.
The money will be administered by the county airport board
and the'Kenton County government.
The FAA indicated a major portion of the money would go
toward reconstruction and marking of a portion of the existing
terminal apron,as well as for an apron expansion.
BOWIJNG GREEN, Ky. ( API-Men from Indianapolis and
Louisville have been sentenced to 20 years, on charges of robbing
the Park City bank last May.
Both David E.Francis, 26, of Indianapolis, and Jackie W. Basil.
26, of Louisville, were being held in the county jail Wednesday
awaiting transfer to the penitentiary.
Francies was found guilty Wednesday by a jury in Federal
court. Basil pleaded guilty Tuesday.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ---A suit was filed in Circuit Court
Wednesday asking that steps be taken to have the state elect a
successor to Jefferson County Commissioner Glenn McDonald.
The plaintiff, Owen Yates Jr., contended McDonald vacated his
position by signing a personal services contract with the state.
Yates said McDonald was elected to Fiscal Court in 1971 and was
employed by Gov. Wendell Ford in August 1972 to work on tax
cases for the Department of Revenue.
The suit charges McDonald vacated his office as commissioner
by entering into the agreement,and that the tax work represented
a conflict of interest.
NEW YORK(AP(-Kentucky State, defending NAIA champion
and undefeated in four games this season, was ranked fifth in the
first college divisien basketball poll by The A.ssociated Press
Wednesday.
Roanoke is top-ranked, followed closely by Stephen F. Austin.
Tennessee State and Eau Claire are third and fourth.
Kentucky's Wesleyan was among teams receiving votes in the
poll

Volume Drops Sharply On State
Burley Tobacco Sale Wednesday
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1API Volume dropped by over onefourth on Kentucky burley
tobacco markets Wednesday
from Tuesday's volume of 17,729,438 pounds.
Prices dipped only slightly,
however, with buyers paying an
average of $78.79, compared

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Harold Poyner
Funeral services for Harold
Poyner will be held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. Jack Jones and Bro.
Paul Poyner officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
L.D. Miller, Harold
Jones,
Charles Tidwell, Dan Poyner,
J.B. Poyner, and Alvin Hale.
Burial will be in the Bethel
Cemetery
..with
the
akrangements by the Max
Churchill -Funeral Home.
Poyner, age 66, a resident of
Cadiz Route Five, died Wednesday at three a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
carpenter, Navy Veteran of
World War It, and the 'gin of the
late John D. Poyner and Mattie
McDaniel Poyner.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary J. Poyner; two sisters,
Mrs. Ethel Martin and Mrs.
Gladys
Outland, both of
Murray; two brothers, Bien
Poyner of Murray and Buren
Poyner of Hazel Route Two;
four stepdaughters, Miss Mary
Alice Ednienson, Mrs. Betty
Smith, Mrs. Gracie Choat, and
Mrs. Rebecca Mart; eight
stepsons, Albert, Wilson,
Hobby, Phillip, Kenneth,
Douglas. David, and Paul
Ednionson;
twelve
step
grandchildren.

with Tuesday's price of $78.87.
Tuesday's price, however was
down 35 cents front Monday's.
A total of 13,112,311 pounds
was sold at the 28 markets
open Wednesday. The volume
marked a dip of more than 6.5
million pounds from Monday's
sales volume.
No markets approached the
$80 mark on either Tuesday or
Wednesday. Greensburg was
the only market Monday to report an average per hundredweight over $80, with buyers paying $80.41.
The highest price reported
Wednesday was at Lexington,
where 3,437,998 pounds brought
an average of $79.83 per hundredweight.
The lowest price—$76.21-was recorded in Bowling
Green, where 143,970 pounds
,'ere sold.
Total sales in the state
brought $10,331,491.06.
In dark tobacco sales. Madisonville reported 135,484 pounds
of Green River sold for an average of $45.89 per hundredweight, according to information supplied by the state
Departnient of Agriculture.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said prices remained unchanged and volume
continued to crop on the eightstate belt with most tobacco
selling in the $78480 range.
Quality declined again as
inure no-grade and wet tobacco
continued to increase among
the (offerings.
Gross sales in the belt
Tuesday totaled 23,203,813
pounds for an average of $78.55
per hundred pounds, down 34
rents from the previous day.
Sales for the season reached
462,673,827 pounds, averaging
$79.23.
Receipts uncle': government
support Tuesday amounted to
4.2 per cent of offerings and set
the season level at 4.6 per cent.

ger for the time being.
Tho and Kissinger broke off
their talks Wednesday without
announcing any agreement and
Kissinger flew back to Washington to report to President
Nixon. Kissinger said he and
The would keep in touch by
message.
Henry 'sham, representing
the United States at the weekly
session, threw U.S. support behind the Thieu package for the
first tii»e.
• It was not immediately clear
how this move would tie into
the Kissinger-Tho talks on a
cease-fire agreement. The United States had avoided official
comment on Thieu's own proposal for a cease-fire, but
Ail wrican officials said privately the South Vietnamese plan
was clearly unacceptable to
North Vietnam and the Viet
Cong. Both rejected it.
!sham told the Communists it
was futile for them to continue
clamoring for signature of the
cease-fire agreement drafted
by Kissinger and Tho in October.
"In our country, the high
pressure salesman who tries to
obtain immediate signature of
an incomplete contract only
succeeds in arousing suspicion
about the transaction," Isham
declared.
South Vietnamese delegate
Phant Dang Lam put before the
conference the proposals made
by.. Thieu in a speech last
Tuesday. They call for a ceasefire, release of military prisoners, withdrawal of North
Vietnamese forces front South
Vietnam and Vietnamese-only
negotiations on South Vietnam's
political future.
Hanoi and the Viet Cong rejected the package within hours
of Thieu's speech, and until
today the U.S. government refrained from commenting on
them. But Isharn told the Communists they offered the (opportunity for "a reasonable dialogue" and asked: "Are you
prepared to examine these proposals objectively and to engage in serious discussion of
them'?"
The South Vietnamese delegate, in putting Thieu's proposals before the session, said they
were put forward "only with
the concern of ending the bloodshed and opening the way to
the genuine negotiations which
must take place among Vietnamese for the solution of their
44'n proble»is."
Lain said there can be no
correct political solution without direct talks among all the
Vietnamese parties "because
any solution imposed front the
outside, or by one Vietnamese
party on the other, would obviously be eontrary to the principle of self-deternanatem."

polltuiori and destruction of our
natural resources. It's all just a
scare-tactic thought of b)
politicans to push their own
programs through Congress.
Don't worry about the pollution
.of (our air (or the pollution of PUr
Winds.

WASHINGTON ( API - Miners for Democracy reported its
candidate, Arnold Miller, solidly in the lead today over United
Mine Workers president W. A.
"Tony" Boyle in the union's
government supervised election
Miller's camp said its observers in the all-night vote counting by Labor Department officials reported 31,345 for Miller,

Sleep on, silent American.
Don't be intimidated by your
children, either. Tell your
t((ddler to go to his room and
play with his toys, but not to
bother you. Your eight-yearadd
has books and games and a
color TV in his room. It's not
necessary for you to go into his
(Continued from Page I)
room to, hear his prayers. Let
him entertain himself.
already joins four earlier stations in sending data to earth.
Sleep on, silent American. And the Apollo 17 duo also exTell your teen-ager to go have plored types of lunar formahimself a geed time. Throw him tions never before visited.
the car keys and give him a tenThe precious moon samples
dollar bill. But don't ask him will be transferred to the comwhere he's going. That would be mand ship and brought back to
a violation of his privacy and earth on Dec. 19, when Apollo 17
infringement of his rights. Don't is to splash down in the Pacific.
even question his judgment. They will be moved in sealed
Never ask for an explanation of boxes to the Manned Spacecraft
how he spends his spare time or Center, sorted and distributed
a Ito he runs around with or why to scientists in laboratories
he stayed out all night. Don't around the world.
leek to see what he's reading.
Cernan, who had whooped
Never ask hint who his heroes
and hollered with joy earlier in
are. Don't require him to work
the day, Pitied the exploration
and earn his own money. You
with ceremony, conscious, as
remember the lean times when
he said before the flight, that
you were a boy, and you're
his final moments would live in
going to, make sure that your
history.
o own child never has to do
He paid tribute to young
without anything. Protect hint
people everywhere and said
fr;oni responsibility and hard
that Schmitt had picked up a
work and don't force him to
moon rock which was a fused
wake decisions for himself.
mixture of "fragments of all
sizes and shapes, and even colSleep on, silent American. Do
ors that have grown together
not bestir yourself to the polls
and
... sort of living together in
on election day. Politics is a
a very peaceful manner.
rotten mess anyway, and you're
"When we return this rock,"
better off to stay out of it. Don't
he said, "we'd like to share a
tire yourself with any serious
piece of this with so many of
thing. Just listen to the opinions
the countries throughout the
of others and emulate them.
world" as a symbol "that we
Never be seen with your hand
can live in peace and harmony
over your heart and resist that
in the future."
nagging urge to put up an
Because of Apollo, he said,
American flag in your front
lawn. Continue to applaud "the door is now cracked-but
promise of that future lies
nudity in the theater and por- the
nography and filfth on the news in the young people, not just in
stands. This is the new America, but the young people
all over the world, learning to
olierality, haven't you heard?
live and to work together."
Schmitt said the "young peoSleep on, silent American. Go
to the golf course on Sunday ples rock" carried with it the
morning. You've worked hard good wishes "not only for the
all week and you deserve a little new year coming up, but also
time off to relax and enjoy for themselves, their countries
yourself. Of course,on your way and all mankind in the future."
to the greens you might drop the He referred specifically to 79
kids off at Sunday School and youths visiting U.S. space opergive them a quarter to drop into ation as part of an international
the collection plate. Let peace tour.
Cernan also expressed thanks
and tranquility be the quinto "the thousands of people in
tessence of your day. Lie back
in the hammock of com- the aerospace industry" who he
placency and inhale the am- said made Apollo 17 possible.
He also referred to God and
nesia of indiffernece.
said "if He's listening, I'd like
thank him toe."
Sleep on, silent American. to
Just before mounting the
You have everything to lose.
nine-rung ladder to Challenger's cabin, Cernan said he was
uncovering a plaque which
read, "may the spirit of peace
in which we came be reflected
in the lives of all mankind."
He expressed the hope that
man would return to the
inoon's Taurus-Littrow valley
where Challenger landed and
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS find the plaque, attached to one
A Tennessee motorist was of the craft's spindly legs,
killed on the Green River Park- which remains on the moon
way about two miles south of after liftoff.
Bowling Green late Wednesday
Cernan and Schmitt connight.
cluded three days of TaurusAuthorities said William G. Littrow exploration by motorCoe*, 44, of Athens, was killed ing more -than eight miles in
when his car ran off a ramp at their electric car. the Interstate 65 interchange
They drove Up slopes steep as
and overturned.
ski runs, chipped at house-sized
Cook's death was not counted boulders and explored the base
in the Statewide toll since the of a" group of hills "wrinkled
road won't be opened officially like an old, old hundred-yearto the public until Friday.
odd man."
Meantime, the deaths of a
The astronauts met the chalTennessee woman and a Ken- tenet. with v.toops id delight
tucky youth pushed the state- and daring leaps arid bounds.
wide toll this year to 1,041.
using the nuain-walking skill
Graves County Coroner Wil- the perfected in two, earlier
son A. Taylor said Sue A. Hod- excursions.
At the end, though se -exges, 36, Dresden, Tenn., was
killed Wednesday night when hausted they gasped With every
her car ran off the roadwa) ((when and word, they threw
unneeded teels just for the
and struclea tree.
pleasure 'if seeing them sail
The accident occurred on
far, far away in the light moon
U.S. 45 in Graves County, 13
gravity.
miles south of Mayfield.
The moist significant
Officials said she was alone co overy of Apollo's last twain
in the car at the time.
missioon may well be some inSunny Ray Evans, 18, of the Helene',range soil a- hich CerLouisville area, was killed twit, the niongvelogist.
disTuesday night in a three-car Oovered Tuesday-.
crash that left three other perScientists on earth believe the
sons injured.
soil could possibly be a product
Richard Bolt, 16, also of the (rem the fiery, dying belch of a
Louisville area, was in serious lunar volcani.. Never behore
condition Wednesday at a him, astronauts feund evidence
,taisville hospital.
aim-1111dd such premise of giving details on the neson's recent
Two, others, Kenneth Hoback,
16, oof Louisville, and Michael get do ogic history.
Titus, one of Apollo 17's
Mayes, 19, of Shepherdsville,
were treated at a hospital and prime goals-to fill in the last
chapter if the •lunar history
released.
biaok-iitay be aecoutiplished by
The state highway toll for several
sciaopfuls of colorful
this time last year was 978.
soil.

Apollo . . .

Dresden Woman
Killed In Car
Wreck Wednesday

too 26,14a tor Boyle.
The vote count so far totals
nearly half the estimated 130,000 votes front 1,300 union locals in 25 states.
The latest report widened
Miller's edge over Boyle to 55
per cent of the votes counted so
far in the court-o.rdered election.
The tally is being compiled in
the closely guarded Labor Department counting room where
the sealed ballot boxes were
shipped after the Dec. 1-8 election.
The count by the Miners fieDeitiocracy observers was
ahead of the latest official Labor Department report that
gave Miller 29,776 to Boyle's
25,207 with 584 locals counted.
The government report said
Miller's running mates, Mike
Trbovich for vice president and
Harry Patrick for secretarytreasurer, were also running
ahead of Boyle's slate.
Trbovich had 27,358 to 25,133
for Leonard J. Pnakovich and
Patrick polled 29,147 to 24,353
for Wilbert Killion.
The early report prompted
Miller and his supporters to
predict victory over the 70year-old Boyle.
"Our victory margin will continue to rise as bigger active
locals begin to be counted,"
Miller said in a Charleston,
W.Va., television interview.
"We know ow- strengths are in
the bigger active locals and
they've yet to be counted.
"Now that we've seen results
come in areas where we didn't
expect to be strong, we are certain of victory."
"It's in the bag," predicted
Joseph A. "Chip" Yablonski,
the reform group's attorney
and son of former UMW official
Joseph A. "Jock" Yablonski.
The elder Yablonski was
slain along with his wife and
daughter several weeks after
Boyle defeated hen in the 1969
UMW election. This year's election was ordered by a federal
judge who found widespread
voting fraud in the 1969 race.
The Labor Department was
ordered to supervise the 1972
election and new is counting
the ballots.
The latest count showed Miller's runningailates, vice-presidential
candidate
Mike
Trbovich
secretaryand
treasurer candidate Harry Patrick, 960 narrowly leading
Boyle's ticket.
Trbovich, of Clarksville, Pa.,
the elder Yablonski's 1969 campaign manager, led Leonard J.
Pnakovich of Fairmount,
W.Va., 15,585 to 15,021. Patrick,
from Fairview, W.Va., led Wilbert Killion of Brazil, Ind., 15,993 to. 14,632.
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Counties Could
Use Revenue For
Salary Boosts
• FRANKFORT,Ky. 1AP -- A
mounts fiscal court could use
federal revenue-sharing money
to, raise the salaries of its county attorney, county clerk and
the magistrates themselves, the
attorney general's office says.
The (opinion a-as issued by
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles Rune he previously had like»We advised that such federal
mewl could also be used to
raise the pay of county judges.
The latest lopinion was requested le Oesley County Atty
Kendall Ho.binson.
Human said salaries of cowl- •
ty attorneys, clerks and magistrates could Lx' made with revenue-sharing funds because of
these officials' roles in law enforcement and legislative functions.
As he had previously, Runyan
1%411111(411(x! that "while this
salar) funding is perIllISSibil!
Whiff the` federal legislation,
still the polka; matter of using
the revenue-sharing funds for
such purpeses must be careful!) censidered and weighted
In the fiscal murt, especially
in vice oof the fact that the revenue sharing act requires a full
discloosure oof such expenditure
the public by newspaper publicatieu of expenditure reports
of anticipated and actual use of
revenue sharing funds."
"Apparently the Congress
may not extend the five-year
program," Runyan added. "if
txperience indicates that the
general public in local government areas has not been adequately and equitably subserved."
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